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FOREWORD
Planning for what became the Nimbus Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) experiment started in 1968. The
total program included both the Nimbus-6 and -7 ERB experiments. The Nimbus-6 was launched in June
1975 and the ERB sensors returned useful data through June 1978, while the Nimbus-7 was launched in
October 1978 and the ERB returned useful data until turned off in 1993. Part II of the calibration history
concerns the first 9 years of Nimbus-7 wide-field-of-view data (November 1978 through October 1987).
Part I dealt with over 14 years of solar data (November 1978 through December 1993 but with gaps in
1992 and 1993). The experiment owes its existence and success to many dozens of dedicated engineers,
computer analysts, scientists, and program managers who have worked on this experiment over its some
25 years of history. Here we will only mention a few who were important in the later years of the
Nimbus-7 ERB measurement program. The present ERB Nimbus-7 Experiment Team (NET), the
Nimbus-7 Operations crew (GE/Martin Marietta), the data processing crew and several NASA programs
managers deserve special recognition for their support and contributions.
ERB NET (original members since 1976): John R. Hickey, Eppley Laboratory (with the program
continuously since 1968); Fred B. House, Drexel University; Herbert Jacobowitz, NOAA/NESDIS; G.
Louis Smith, NASA/Langley Research Center; Larry L. Stowe, NOAA/NESDIS; Thomas Vonder Haar,
Colorado State University.
Elected members: Philip E. Ardanuy (1986), Research and Data Systems Corporation; Albert Arking
(1983), NASA/GSFC; Garrett Campbell (1983); CIRA/Colorado State University; H. Lee Kyle (1983),
NASA/GSFC; Robert Maschhoff (1983), Gulton Industries.
Nimbus Operations: Michael L. Forman, NASA/GSFC; (GE/Martin Marietta) John E. Sissala, Robert
L. Berry and many others.
Data Processing: For quality control, Douglas V. Hoyt, Research and Data Systems Corporation; for
production, Jesse Williams and Blanch Bowman (Hughes/STX); plus many others in both companies.
Only Douglas Hoyt is still with the mentioned company.
NASA Program Managers: Albert J. Fleig, Edward J. Hurley, Daesoo Han, and Arnold G. Oakes
(deceased) of the Goddard Space Flight Center; George Esenwein and Robert Schiffer of NASA
Headquarters. Both Albert Fleig and Edward Hurley have now left the Government service.
Also greatly appreciated are the many Eppley Laboratory, Gulton Industries, General Electric and
NOAA/NESDIS engineers and scientists who assisted in making the sensors, constructing the ERB
instruments, integrating the ERB into the Nimbus spacecraft, and assisted in both the prelaunch and
postlaunch ERB characterization and analysis program.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
The Nimbus-7 Earth Radiation Budget (ERB) experiment made measurements from November 16, 1978
until sometime in 1993. A 10 channel solar telescope recorded the total solar irradiance and wide band
spectral irradiances at a satellite altitude of 950 km above the Earth's surface. Four fixed, wide-field-of-
view (WFOV) nadir-pointing sensors recorded the emitted and reflected irradiance from the Earth, while
a biaxial scanner recorded Earth-reflected and emitted radiances as a function of the nadir and azimuth
angles. The scanner failed on June 22, 1980, but the solar and WFOV sensors continued to operate to
the end of the experiment in 1993. An overview of the scientific results is given by Kyle et al. (1993a).
A description of the instrument and an initial discussion of the calibration appears in Jacobowitz et al.
(1984a), while an update on the scanner calibration and products is given by Kyle et al. (1990b). Part
I of this calibration history reviewed the long-term calibration of the solar channels (Kyle et al., 1993b),
while Part II (this paper) discusses the Earth-viewing WFOV channels (see Table 1). Over 14 years of
WFOV measurements were recorded and archived. However, due to budget constraints, only 9 years
(November 1978 to October 1987) of data have been properly calibrated and processed. Only the total
solar irradiance measurements were calibrated for the entire period of over 14 years.
Table 1. Characteristics of ERB fixed wide-angle FOV channels
All channels have type N3 thermopile sensors. All channels have an
unencumbered FOV of 121 ° and a maximum FOV of 133.3 °. Channel 12 has
an additional FOV selection of 89.4 ° unencumbered, 112.4 ° maximum.
Output of these channels is a 3.8-s integral of the instantaneous readings.
Wavelength Limits
(/_m)Channel Filter
11" <0.2 to >50 None
12" <0.2 to >50 None
13
14
0.2 to 3.8
0.695 to 2.8
Two Suprasil W
hemispheres
RG695 between two
Suprasil W
hemispheres
*Channels 11 and 12 are redundant channels. Channel 11 has black-painted
baffles and is used for in flight calibration of channel 12; it is often covered.
Channel 12 has polished aluminum baffles as did both channels 11 and 12 on
Nimbus-6. The Iongwave radiation (4 to >50 #m) is given by channel 12 at
night and by the difference (chl2-chl3) during daylight.
The calibration procedures for a long-term experiment evolve over time for two reasons. First, both the
sensor and its environment change over the years, and secondly, the longer a sensor and its measurements
are studied the better the operation of the sensor is understood. In the case of the ERB WFOV sensors,
there were four sequential stages in their calibration history--one prelaunch and three postlaunch.
Although calibrated with care before launch (Hickey and Karoli, 1974), the dynamic environment on the
satellitediffered so markedly from the laboratory calibration conditions that major postlaunch calibration
adjustments had to be made. As described by Kyle, et al. (1985), the postlaunch calibration studies went
through three phases and culminated in the spring of 1985 with the adoption of the present global
Calibration Adjustment Table (CAT) algorithm. Of the Earth-viewing channels, only the longwave
narrow-field-of-view (NFOV) scanner channels had true on-board calibration capabilities. A blackbody
mounted inside the scanner housing furnished a hot reference point while space looks were used to obtain
a cold reference point. The postlaunch calibration of these channels appeared well behaved (Jacobowitz
et al., 1984a). However, a filtered to nonfiltered radiance algorithm was required to account for the
nonflat spectral response function of the longwave diamond filter. Thus when questions arose about the
inflight calibration of the WFOV channels, it was decided to compare their results with those of the
longwave NFOV sensors and to adjust the WFOV results to be consistent with those of the NFOV. From
this comparison came the initial postlaunch WFOV calibration adjustments (Jacobowitz et al., 1984a and
Kyle, et al., 1984). However, the scanner failed on June 22, 1980.
The long-term maintenance of the WFOV calibration, therefore, required the development of another
calibration adjustment procedure. The development work included laboratory studies on sensors similar
to the flight WFOV sensors in addition to detailed examination of the flight data. These studies resulted
in an inflight characterization of the WFOV sensors (Maschhoff et al., 1984) and new calibration
adjustment procedures (Kyle, et al., 1984) termed the Pacific CAT.
The Pacific CAT algorithm was used to process the WFOV data from June 1980-October 1983.
Continued study of the inflight data plus an additional laboratory study led to a quantitatively improved
algorithm termed the global CAT. The global CAT better describes how the calibration bias of the
shortwave channels 13 and 14 varies from one part of the orbit to another. It also more accurately
quantifies and corrects for the long-term degradation of all the WFOV channels. Both the Pacific and
global CAT's are based on the long-term stability of the total (0.2 to 50 #m) channel 12. The shortwave
channel 13 and 14 calibrations are adjusted by comparing their measurements to those of channel 12 while
observing the central Pacific Ocean (Pacific CAT) or the entire globe (global CAT). At present, all 9
years of the available WFOV products have been processed or reprocessed using the preferred global
CAT calibration (Kyle et al., 1993a). This paper describes the characterization of the WFOV sensors
in their satellite environment and the global CAT calibration adjustments used for the long-term dataset.
The calibration problems can generally be divided into two time categories, short-term and long-term,
plus a general sensor characterization category. Thermal perturbations can be caused both by the
instrument absorbing radiant energy from the Sun and the Earth and by the on-off cycle of the various
instruments on the satellite. In addition, direct solar radiation strikes the WFOV detector twice per orbit,
at satellite sunrise and sunset, and overwhelms the signals from the Earth. Such problems are termed
"short-term" because even though they persist throughout the experiment, they vary continually and
rapidly within a satellite orbit. Changes in the sensors and sensor optics that occur over weeks, months,
or years are called "long-term" as are any changes that are permanent. The general category deals with
noncyclic satellite operating conditions that were not properly anticipated in the preflight calibration
procedures. The chief one of these was the cold ring of space about the warm Earth which occurs in the
field of view of channel 12. Section 2 describes the sensors and the preflight calibration while Section
3 discusses the various in orbit problems. The following Sections 4-7 describe the adopted solutions to
these problems.
1.2 Chronology of ERB Experiment
The ERB experiment was but one of eight experiments on the Nimbus-7 satellite, and the ERB itself
consisted of three subpackages: the solar channels, the WFOV channels, and the scanner. The ERB
WFOV thermal environment and operating schedule were strongly influenced by the operating schedules
of theotherexperiments and of the ERB scanner. The ERB WFOV and solar sensors used the same
on/off power command and so had to have identical operating schedules. For reference, the major events
in the ERB operating schedule are listed in Table 2. Because of the limited spacecraft power available,
the ERB and several other instruments operated in a power-sharing mode for the first several years. As
various instruments became nonfunctional and were turned off, the ERB was able to operate continuously
for long periods.
Table 2. Major ERB Events
Date Event
October 24, 1978 Launch of Nimbus-7 satellite
November 16, 1978 Initial turn on. ERB in 3-day-on/I-day-off power sharing schedule with
other Nimbus-7 experiments. From time to time, the schedule varied
somewhat.
December 10, 1978 through
April 13, 1979
ERB scanning activity is curtailed because it interfered with the short-lived
LIMS experiment which studied trace gases in the stratosphere.
12/10 to 12/30/78 Scanning on 2-day-on/2-day-off schedule; WFOV
and solar on 3-day-on/l-day-off schedule
12/30 to 3/9/79 Further curtailment; no scanning near the north
pole, nor in the northern hemisphere at night
3/10 to 3/31/79 Global scanning, 2-day-on/2-day-off schedule
4/1/to 4/13 ERB on 1-day-on/I-day-off mode but no scanning
April 14, 1979 ERB and scanner returns to 3-day-on/l-day-off schedule, but with
occasional variations
June 22, 1980 Scanner chopper wheel stops. This terminates useful scanner
measurements. Efforts to restart the chopper continued through July 18.
The noise in channel 10c decreased noticeably after July 18.
September 11, 1983 ERB put on full-time on schedule
April 18, 1984 ERB returns to 3-day-on/I-day-off schedule
October 28, 1984 ERB back on full-time on schedule
April 9 to June 23, 1986 No Earth flux measurements, but ERB was on for 20 minutes on most
orbits for solar measurements. This allowed the CZCS experiment
additional power for its end-of-life program
April 22 to August 20, 1987 Earth flux measurements taken only on alternate days to conserve power.
On the off days, ERB was on for 30 minutes per orbit to make solar
measurements; however, these measurements were noisy
August 24, 1987 ERB back on full-time on schedule
November 1, 1987 Final calibration of WFOV data not done after this date due to budget
constraints.
2Table 2. Major ERB Events
Date Event
September 24-28, i989 ERB sensor data blanked out by a temporary electronics problem possibly
caused by a cosmic ray. Normal data transmission recommenced on the
afternoon of September 28.
January 4-11, 1992
January 15-23, 1992
June 17-September 2, 1992
The ERB solar telescope refused to move from 7=-14 ° to -15 ° in order to
track the Sun, but it would move in the other direction. Several tests were
made and finally on January 11, the telescope moved to 3,=-15 °. The
telescope has moved normally since that time.
Some of the ERB sensor data became meaningless, then it all became
saturated. Data alternated between meaningless signals and saturation.
This was probably caused by energetic particles damaging the electronic
circuits. Normal operation resumed on January 23.
The Sun was not clearly visible during this period. The solar telescope can
move only over the range, 3,= +20 ° . The precession of the orbit over the
years combined with the seasonal progression of the Sun relative to the
satellite moved the Sun out of the unrestricted field of view of channel 10c
during this period.
January 25, 1993 The continued precession of the orbit again moved the Sun out of the
unrestricted field of view of channel 10c.
February 9, 1993 ERB electronics turned off.
The calibration and final processing of the WFOV measurements stopped because of budget constraints
after October 31, 1987, but the measurements were still taken and archived. The total solar irradiance
measurements taken by the ERB solar sensor (channel 10c)were considered more important and were
calibrated and released. The WFOV and solar channels shared both the same power switch and the same
initial data processing software. This accounts for the continued archiving of the WFOV measurements.
The post-1987 WFOV measurements received a brief, routine quality review and appeared to be of good
quality.
2. THE WFOV SENSORS AND PREFLIGHT CALIBRATION
The four WFOV sensors employ identical flatplate thermopile detectors that are baffled to limit their
unencumbered FOV to 121 °. This size is slightly greater than the solid angle of the Earth, subtended
at spacecraft altitude (955 km), and allows for satellite attitude fluctuations and misalignment of the
channel detectors with respect to nadir. It also permits a narrow ring of space radiation to be included
in the sensor observations. This radiation is insignificant over much of an orbit cycle, but near satellite
sunrise and sunset, the solar disc moves across the space ring and adds a strong, direct component of
extraterrestrial radiation to the measurements (cf. Section 3.1.1). Less intense, indirect solar radiation
also strikes the receiver surface via reflection from the baffle walls. This occurs for the approximate
subsatellite solar zenith angle range from 90 ° (detector perpendicular to direction of solar irradiance) to
120 ° (satellite enters the Earth's shadow). Figure 1 is a drawing of channel 13 and will be used in
discussing all four channels (11 through 14). Channels 11 and 12 are called total channels since they
have no limiting spectral filters. They were identical on Nimbus-6, with channel 11 used as a reference
and kept shuttered for protection most of the time. On Nimbus-7, channel 11 is also a reference but its
baffle walls are painted black to reduce internal reflections. Channels 13 and 14 each have two quartz
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dome filters to block longwave radiation, the inner filter intended to shield the thermopile from outer
dome heating. Channel 14 has an additional 695-red glass dome, between the two quartz domes, which
blocks most visible light. The spectral band limits of the channels and their filter types are given in
Table 1.
REFERENCE HEATER THERMOPILE THERMISTOR
THERMAL ASSEMBLY RADIATION (TEMPERATURE
SHIELD (GO/NO-GO) DETECTOR DETECTOR)
2 SUPRASIL W DOMES
Figure 1. Drawing of the channel 13 module. Channels 1I, 12, and 14 are similar in design
except that channels 11 and 12 have no covering domes, while 14 has a red glass insert between
the two domes.
The prelaunch calibration equations are approximations of the two-way flux of radiant energy across the
receiver surface and, for the total channels, energy balance is expressed in the form (Jacobowitz et al.,
1984; Kyle et al., 1984)
AW = HT-F m - %'FD'tr'(T D + kV) 4 (1)
where AW is the net irradiance (W/m 2) at the detector, H_'FT is incoming target irradiance at satellite
altitude, and eDFDa(TD + kV) 4 is outgoing thermal radiation from the detector. The target configuration
factor, FT, is normally set to unity so that H T alone gives the satellite altitude irradiance. However, it
may also be convenient to consider the satellite altitude radiation as a spherical wave propagating away
from the source. If FT contains the geometrical dependence of the irradiance amplitude on distance
(inverse square law), then HT is the magnitude of the irradiance at its source (i.e., the top of the
atmosphere).Additional parameters are _D and To, the emissivity and temperature (°K) of the detector,
respectively; o, the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; V, the therrnopile output digitized in counts (c); k, the
thermopile temperature correction factor (°K/c); and Fo, the detector configuration factor. The
configuration factor represents the receiver's effective FOV of space which, because of reflection from
the baffle walls, is somewhat greater than its geometrical FOV. Thus, Fo accounts not only for the direct
loss of receiver thermal radiation to space, but also indirect losses via radiative exchange between the
baffle and the receiver.
The net irradiance is also given as a function of instrument parameters by
AW-- V - [V o + b(Tm-25°C)] (2)
So + a(Tm-25°C)
where Vo is zero offset voltage in counts at 25°C, b is the offset voltage temperature coefficient (c/°C),
Tm is module temperature (°C), So is thermopile sensitivity at 25°C (c/Wma), and a is the sensitivity
temperature coefficient (cfWm2/°C). The sensitivity S=S0+a(Tm-25) of (2) is the apparent thermopile
sensitivity since it includes the effects of the receiver absorptivity, a, which reduces the flow of radiation
through the receiver.
For the filtered channels, the calibration equations are similar to (1), but they suppose that near thermal
equilibrium exists within the domed environment of the sensors. Infrared radiation incident upon the
receiver is thus balanced by thermal emission from the receiver, and only the term for target SW
radiation is present on the right-hand side. The expression for AW for the filter channels is given by
AW= V - V 0 (3)
S0.(1.0 + 0.01-A(Ts-25))
where TB is the thermopile base temperature (°C), and A is the sensitivity temperature correction factor
(°C-1). Notice that although (3) has a form similar to (2), its offset voltage, Vo, is not parameterized as
a function of temperature as is done for the total channels. Although not anticipated, thermal gradients
in the detector environment actually caused greater measurement perturbations in channels 13 and 14 than
in channels 11 and 12, where V0 is prescribed as a function of Tin.
Table 3 contains the calibration coefficients used in Eqs.(1), (2), and (3) for the production of both the
Nimbus-6 and -7 MAT WFOV products. The data from the Nimbus-6 ERB experiment (Smith et al.,
1977) has never been recalibrated although some empirical adjustments have been made (Bess et al.,
1981, 1987). The calibration adjustments for the WFOV Nimbus-7 ERB measurements are described
in the following sections.
Constant
E$
E D
Us
F D
V o
A
V T
Table 3. Nimbus-6 and -7 WFOV Calibration Coefficients (Postlaunch Values).
Channel 11
ERB 6
0.977
0.0031
0.8628
1.598
-24.76
0.00242
-0.3377
1.00
ERB 7
0.977
0.0031
0.80461
1.49166
-12.13
0.00115
-0.462
1.00
Channel 12W
ERB 6 ERB 7
0.977 0.977
0.0031 0.0031
0.8628 0.8628
1.585 1.607
-27.56 -23.10
0.00177 0.00109
-0.4129 -0.638
1.00 1.00
Channel 13
ERB 6 ERB 7
2.004 1.939
-41.0 -43.0
0.04 0.04
1.00 1.00
Channel 14
ERB 6 ERB 7
3.989 4.179
-44.0 -i;4.0
0.03 0.03
1.00 1.00
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF INFLIGHT WFOV SENSORS
Postlaunch studies have revealed numerous differences between the prelaunch-calibration environment
and the satellite's orbital environment (Kyle et al., 1984; Maschhoff et al., 1984), and have identified
two main uncertainties in the evaluation of the definitive calibration of the ERB WFOV channels. First,
degradation of the optical elements in space has resulted in large transmissivity changes in the filtered
shortwave channels. Smaller drifts in sensitivity have also occurred in the unfiltered channels. Second,
the filtered shortwave radiation sensors, although designed in the laboratory to be insensitive to thermal
gradients, have responded to the various thermal forcings present in the experiment's operating
environment. The variable thermal state has arisen chiefly due to the presence of both the 104-minute
orbital diurnal cycle and changes in the operating schedules of the various electronic systems, motors,
and heaters.
3.1 Principal Operational Problems
The interior of the ERB instrument assembly is always warmer than its extremities (cf. Figure 22a) where
the WFOV sensors are mounted to the satellite within an aluminum block. Figure 2 is a photograph of
channel 13 showing its cylindrical thermopile casing and square aluminum body. The thermal
conductivity of the aluminum body, although high, is finite and one expects a fraction of the instrument
temperature gradient to exist from the front (scene side) to the back (heat sink side) of the sensor
thermopiles. This, of course, would generate a response in the detectors which in channel 13, for
example, would be 20 W/m 2 for a 10-millidegree (°C) thermopile temperature gradient. Verification of
the existence of such temperature gradients in the flight data was difficult due to the lack of suitable
temperature monitors on the instrument. Those available in and around the Earth flux module have a
basic resolution of 0.1 °C and the analysis of averaged data obtained over hundreds of orbits was required
to demonstrated that, indeed, such thermopile temperature gradients were possible (Maschhoff et al.,
1984).
7
fFigure 2. Photograph of the wide-field-of-view shortwave channel 13. Note again the two
Suprasil-W filter domes mounted over the detector (black circle).
External solar and terrestrial radiative heating of the ERB instrument varies with orbital position and time
of year while fluctuations in internal spacecraft heating occur with the turning on and off of the various
instruments on the Nimbus observatory. Such short-term periodic variations are also observed in the
measurements of the filtered channels (at night, for example, when the shortwave channels should read
zero) and thus they are assumed to be governed by the effects of changing solar, terrestrial, and internal
instrument heating. Similar perturbations are absent or hardly discernible in the data record of the total
channel 12, and much reduced in channel 11. Thus, their effects in the filtered channels are considered
to be related to the domes on these sensors and the fact that the terms of the calibration equations are
incomplete. In particular, nonequilibrium infrared energy exchange between the receiver and the inner
cavity dome is neglected in the prelaunch calibration equations while the effects of thermal gradients on
the offset voltage are not considered. Both of these features of the prelaunch calibration equations proved
inappropriate in the changing thermal environment on the satellite.
A loss of dome transmissivity and related changes in sensitivity also degraded the long-term accuracy of
the filtered channel measurements. In the total channel 12, the infrared reflectivity of the WFOV baffles
is observed to be greater in space than anticipated from the initial laboratory calibration studies, and this
lead to an uncertainty in the values of the detector configuration factor and the channel sensitivity. In
a related issue, direct and baffle-reflected solar radiation in the satellite observations resulted in some loss
of data coverage at high and midlatitudes. Five principal operational problems exist, each closely related
to one of the terms, or missing terms, in the prelaunch calibration equations. These are listed below
$
alongwith theassociatedcalibrationparameter.Becauseon-board calibration sources were not provided,
diagnosis and correction of calibration problems have been accomplished mainly through careful scrutiny
of the inflight data. A discussion of the radiometric record associated with each of the five major
operational problems is given in the subsections to follow. ERB Master Archive Tape (MAT) data are
used. These are satellite altitude irradiances processed using only the original prelaunch calibration
equations; that is, subsequent calibration corrections are not yet applied.
o
2.
3.
4.
5.
Irradiance of solar target (not included in prelaunch calibration)
Long-term sensitivity changes in all the channels (So)
Reflectivity of the WFOV baffle in channel 12 (So and FD).
Temperature variations and thermal gradients in channels 13 and 14 (V0).
Dome heating in channels 13 and 14 (not included in prelaunch calibration).
3.1.1 Irradiance of Solar Target
Figure 3 is a typical plot of an orbit of data, shown for channels 12-14 as a function of time (t) in seconds
of day. Twice an orbit, the Sun enters the space ring of the sensors and is viewed directly, producing
the "sunblip" spikes at satellite sunrise (t_-15348) and sunset (t--19420). Because of the Sun-
synchronous, near-polar satellite orbit with noon/midnight equator crossings, the sunblips always occur
on the descending node (DN), the nighttime side of the orbit. If the FOV-limiting baffles worked
perfectly reflecting all incoming energy back to space, the sunblips would run from solar zenith angles
(SZAs) of 113 ° to 120 ° (cf. Figure 1). The cutoffs at 120" occur as the satellite enters (sunset) or leaves
(sunrise) the Earth's shadow with the Sun hidden, but within the detector's unencumbered FOV. These
events are readily distinguished in the figure, for channels 13 and 14, by the sharp increases in irradiance
that takes place from the near-constant "zero" nighttime reference level.
On the daylight side of the sunblip peak, irradiance changes also occur rapidly, this time due to the
movement of the solar disk across the baffle wall into (satellite sunset) or out of (satellite sunrise) the
unencumbered FOV. However, a more gradual irradiance increase can also be seen near the base of the
sunblip spike. This is not due to increasing terrestrial irradiance because it occurs in all seasons and for
a sequence of WFOV footprints each enclosing a greater fraction of darkness than the one before.
Rather, it is the sensor response to out-of-field solar radiation scattered back at the receiver by the baffle
walls. Out-of-field scattering is possible in the range of sensor normal incident angles from 60 °
(SZA = 120 °) to 90" (SZA =90), the former marking satellite entry into or out of the Earth's shadow.
Laboratory measurements, shown in Figure 4 for channels 11-14, confirm that baffle scattering leads to
a positive signal in channels 12-14 at incident angles greater than 70 ° (SZA= 110°). The channel 11
response is approximately zero because the black baffles of this channel effectively absorbed all of the
radiation incident upon them. The anomalous negative response in channel 12 at incident angles greater
than 82 ° (SZA=98 °) is explained by Maschhoff et al. (1984) as due to a channel bias that has not been
removed from the data. In the postlaunch and Pacific CAT procedures, ERB WFOV products were not
calculated for satellite sunrise (99°< SZA < 123") and sunset (102°< SZA < 123 °), and data from 93 °
SZA to 99°/102 ° (sunrise/sunset) were used with no correction for scattered sunlight. In the global
CAT, some adjustments plus an interpolation algorithm (see Section 6.2) are used to estimate emitted and
reflected flux densities from 90 ° to 121 °
3.1.2 Long-Term Sensitivity Changes in All the Channels
Some degradation in the sensitivity of all the WFOV channels occurs in the space environment, most
strongly in the shortwave channels 13 and 14 but also noticeable in the total channel 12. Figure 5
illustrates three time series of shortwave sensitivity estimates for each of channels 11-14 in panels a-d,
respectively.Eachpointon thecurvescorrespondsto anunobstructedobservationof theSuntakenby
tilting thesatellitetoward(pitch-up)or awayfrom (pitch-down)thedirectionof thespacecraftvelocity
vector(seeAppendixA). Forthesemeasurements,heSunis thecalibrationsource,variablebyperhaps
up to 0.3 percentfor a few of the individualobservationsbut constantin the yearly meanto
-t-0.075 percent (Hoyt et al., 1992; Kyle et al., 1993b). Sensitivity is computed by inversion of the
measurement equation separately for satellite pitch-ups and pitch-downs, and also by averaging the results
of the pitch-up and pitch-down sensitivities. The mean sensitivity curves for channels 11 and 12 are
depicted by best-fitting trend lines to avoid obscuring the pitch-up and pitch-down data. Breaks in the
curves indicate sampling periods of more than twenty four days which is the nominal schedule for
execution of the satellite pitch maneuvers. The relatively high frequency signal (24 days) in these data
is not believed to replicate sensitivity changes in the sensors. Instead it is effectively noise originating
from uncertainties in the method including spacecraft attitude errors, solar variability, and estimation of
terrestrial background signal.
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Figure 3. Channel 12, 13, and 14 irradiances (in watts per square meter) are shown during a
typical orbit. The channels view the Sun directly close to the poles, producing the strong sunblip
signals. When in the Earth's shadow, the signals from channels 13 and 14 should ideally be
zero.
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Figure 4. laboratory measured responses as a function of the angle of incidence measured
from the normal for the four WFOV sensors, channel 11-14. For angles less than 66. 7 °, direct
rays can strike at least a portion of the detector chip and the curves show the percent difference
from a cosine response. For angles greater than 66. 7 °, multiple bounces off the baffles cause
the out-of-field response indicated in the graph as a percentage of normal incidence. (Figure
was taken from Maschhoff et al., 1984.)
The sensitivities of channel 11 show little evidence of any secular trend through almost 10 years of pitch
data, beginning in November of 1978 and ending in July of 1988. The slope of the mean curve indicates
a +0.026 percent sensitivity change per year, but this is uncertain to +0.032 percent per year (based on
random departures from the trend line) and so should not be taken as significant. This channel was
shuttered during the first 6 years of the experiment (except during pitch maneuvers) and, undoubtedly,
this aided in protecting the receiver and baffles from deterioration. The operational total channel 12 has
been open continuously throughout most of the mission, but it too has degraded only slightly (panel b)
compared to channels 13 and 14. The trend line of mean sensitivities for channel 12 has a slope of -0.31
percent change per year. This degradation is most probably due to (1) a loss of baffle reflectivity, and
(2) deterioration of the 3M black velvet paint pigment used to coat the receiver surfaces of all the
channels (Soule, 1983). In comparison, solar "constant" measurements during this same period indicate
a decrease in the solar constant of -0.15 percent between 1979 and 1984 with year-to-year changes of
from 0.05 percent to 0.001 percent. After 1986 the solar "constant" begins to increase again (Hoyt et
al., 1992).
Degradation in the shortwave channels 13 and 14 is due chiefly to an asymmetric loss of transmissivity
in the Suprasil W filter domes covering these channels, the part facing the direction of spacecraft motion
losing transparency faster than the opposite dome half. As with the ERB solar channels (Predmore et al.,
1982), the decrease in transmissivity may have resulted from a number of causes including film formed
through the condensation of organic vapors originating from outgassing of the satellite (Campbell et al.,
1980), polymerization of organic films on the filter and optical surfaces after interaction with ultraviolet
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solar radiation (Hall et al., 1980), and the reactions of organic vapors with fluxes of ultraviolet solar
radiation, protons, and electrons (Mearns, 1969; Gillette et al., 1971; Kruger et al., 1980). Predmore
et al. (1982) point out that opposing darkening and cleansing reactions go on, but the cleansing reactions
are only important during the excited Sun years of the 11-year sunspot cycle. During solar maximum
years, the increased solar ultraviolet causes an increase in the density of the atmosphere at the altitude
of the Nimbus-7 satellite. The amount of atomic oxygen present increases by about two orders of
magnitude. This highly reactive gas tends to clean the forward-facing portions of the domes. Exposure
to solar ultraviolet and perhaps to the rare atmospheric gases appears required to produce noticeable
darkening. Little darkening occurs on covered or sheltered windows. Both the darkening and the
cleansing occur most strongly on exposed, forward-facing windows.
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Figure 5a. Measured shortwave sensitivities of channel 11 for the period November 1978 to
May 1988. The Sun was used as a calibration source after launch. The measurements were
taken about once every 24 days by pitching the satellite up (sunrise) or down (sunset) to give
the sensor a clear View of the Sun. The mean linear trend line is also shown.
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Figure 5b. Channel 12 sensitivities (see Figure 5a).
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Figure 5c. Channel 13 sensitivities (see Figure 5a). The central curve represents the mean of
the sunrise and sunset measurements. Only a fraction of the fogged dome is scanned during the
calibration measurements hence the mean shown here, is not the true sensitivity for Earth flux
measurements.
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Figure 5d. Channel 14 sensitivities (see Figure 5c).
Sensitivity curves for channel 13 are shown in panel c for the same set of pitch events as displayed for
the total channels in panels a and b. During pitch-up at satellite sunrise, solar observations are taken
through the forward half of the filter dome while for pitch-downs, the Sun is viewed through rearward
half of the dome. It should be noted, however, that while the detector views the solar disc only briefly
during pitch events, all sides of the outer filter dome are irradiated by diffuse and specular shortwave
radiation reflected by the Earth throughout two-thirds of every orbit. Furthermore, the forward
hemisphere is subjected to 10 minutes of direct solar radiation every orbit, from spacecraft sunrise to the
Southern Hemisphere terminator crossing where the ERB experiment housing then blocks direct solar
illumination. Similar direct solar radiation is, to some extent, prevented from impinging upon the rear
of the filter dome (at satellite sunset) by the presence of the neighboring channel 14 (cf. Figure B3 in
Appendix B) through whose filter domes the radiation must pass. In addition to two longwave filters,
channel 14 also contains a red-glass dome which passes near-infrared wavelengths but arrests the shorter
visible and ultraviolet spectral components of the incoming solar beam at satellite sunset. As a result,
the front portion of the filter dome apparently degraded more rapidly than the back as is indicated by the
diverging sensitivities for the pitch-up and pitch-down time series. This asymmetry was also studied by
comparison with the shortwave scanner data (Ardanuy and Rea, 1984). Only near launch do the two
curves converge to suggest a more uniform sensitivity over the entire hemisphere. The average curve,
based on the sunrise and sunset measurements, will apply at some point on the filter dome. However,
this value is unlikely to be representative of the average sensitivity loss over the dome. An asymmetry
correction based on the scanner comparison is applied to channel 13 (see Section 5.5; Kyle et al., 1984).
There is evidence from the solar channels (Jacobowitz et al., 1984a) and from other experiments (Hickey
et al., 1992) that the transmissivity loss is greater in the ultraviolet than in the near infrared. However,
no correction has been determined or made for this wavelength-dependent problem.
Panel d presents the same three sensitivity estimates for the near-infrared filtered channel 14, and as in
the preceding analysis of channel 13, both increasing sensor degradation with time and variations in
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sensitivityoverthe filter dome are noted. Once again, the forward-facing region of the filter domes
degrades more rapidly than the rearward-facing side, though not to the same degree as for the shortwave
channel 13. The slower degradation rates of channel 14 may be linked to decreased transmissivity loss
in the near infrared compared to the ultraviolet, as noted above. This asymmetric degradation is of a
sufficiently small magnitude to obviate the need for any explicit correction, except for a time-varying
mean sensitivity adjustment. Indeed, the degradation asymmetries appear to decrease after the end of the
fifth data year, when the forward-facing portion of the dome apparently ceases to degrade during the next
2.5 years (through year 7.5). The transmissivity of the rear or back side of the filter, however, decreases
at the more or less constant rate of about 0.7 percent throughout this period. Beyond year 7.5, the time
series of pitch-up data become more variable making trend determination less certain.
3.1.3 Reflectivity of the WFOV Baffle in Channel 12
Careful examination of the time series data of Figure 5b shows that channel 12 shortwave sensitivities
are about 1.67 (c/Wm -2) on or about the time of sensor turn on in November of 1978. This value is
nearly 4 percent greater than the prelaunch estimate of 1.607 (c/Win 2) and indicates that the reflectivity
was underestimated during laboratory calibration measurements. The detector configuration factor (FD)
was overestimated by the same factor because the product, So'FD, was measured with greater certainty
and kept constant throughout the calibration history. Thus, even though their product was a known
constant, deficiencies in the prelaunch laboratory procedures led to values of So and Fo that are too low
by and too high by factors of 0.962 and 1.040, respectively'(see Section 3.3.1). Although these ratios
pertain specifically to shortwave radiation, they should also apply to longwave radiation because the baffle
reflectivity is assumed to be independent of wavelength.
3.1.4 Temperature Variations and Thermal Gradients in Channels 13 and 14
Channel 13 and, to a lesser extent, channel 14 are sensitive to nearby temperature gradients and, in opera-
tion, these gradients vary continually with position in orbit, the turning on and off of various experiments,
and season. Thermally-induced bias shifts are illustrated in Figures 6 through 8 where ERB MAT data
are plotted. Descending node daily average irradiances for channels 12, 13, and 14 are shown in Figures
6a through 6c, respectively. Daily data for 2-month intervals (September and October) are averaged over
the latitude zone from 0 to 30°S and shown separately for the odd numbered years from 1979 to 1983.
Channel 12 shows no obvious day-to-day pattern associated with the on-off instrument cycle. This is
examined in more detail in Section 3.2. The local observing time is near midnight and, thus, both
channels 13 and 14 should ideally read zero. For the years of 1979-1982, the ERB was on a 3-day-on/i-
day-off observing cycle, and for this period, a strong pattern in the shortwave channel 13 bias exists.
On the first day of a three-day on sequence, a near-zero but slightly negative bias is obtained. Successive
days yield increasingly negative readings with values from -4 to -6 W/m 2 common by day three. This
pattern was interrupted on September 11, 1983 when the ERB was turned on full-time until the following
spring. Now, although the bias drifts slowly between -5 and -6 W/m 2, it is nearly constant over the
relatively short 4-day periods of the previous 3-day-on/I-day-off instrument duty cycle. A 3-day pattern
in the bias cycle of channel 14 also exist during the first 4 years of data as seen in Figure 6c. Day-to-day
bias changes are smaller here than in channel 13 and the effects of the Scanning Multichannel Microwave
Radiometer (SMMR) instrument heating are also conspicuous. When the SMMR is on, normally every
other day, channel 14 biases decrease. This is the reason for the reduced day-2 biases relative to day 3.
The effect of the ERB duty cycle is to decrease the bias by about 0.5 Wm -2 between days 1 and 3. The
fact that the nighttime channel 14 signals are positive seems to indicate that the inner dome and perhaps
the red glass filter are warmer than the sensor chip. A slight unidentified bias may also be present.
Channel 13 also reads positive at night right after turn on but soon drifts to a negative nighttime signal
(see Figure 19).
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Figure 6a. Variable thermally induced biases can easily be detected in channels 13 and 14 but
not in channel 12. To illustrate this, daily nighttime (descending node) data for September and
October are averaged over the latitude zone from 0 ° to 30°S for the odd years from 1979 to
1983. Channel 12 data are shown in Figure a. The day-to-day shifts occur due both to weather
variations and because somewhat different regions of the Earth are viewed on consecutive days.
Although heat sources associated with the ERB instrument appear to produce the dominant perturbations
in the channel outputs, other Nimbus-7 experiments also contribute. After the ERB was turned on full-
time in September 1983, a day-to-day modulation becomes visible in the channel 13 nighttime bias
reading. As shown in Figure 7, the bias varied by about 0.6 W/m 2 in November and December 1983.
A similar nighttime bias modulation of about 0.4 W/m 2 occurs in channel 14 (Figure 6c). When the
SMMR is on, the channel 13 bias becomes more negative reflecting an increased ERB instrument
temperature. About mid-November 1983 the SMMR was turned on full-time for an I 1-day period. This
produced a dramatic 2 W/m 2 drop in the channel 13 offset and a breakup of the coherent day-to-day offset
modulation noted for the typical 1-day-on/1-day-0ffSMMR duty cycle. The small seasonal drift in the
bias offset apparent in September and October (Figure 6b) produces larger magnitude biases inNovember
and December. This is because the period of night from satellite sunset to satellite transition of the 0 to
30°S geographic latitude zone is greater in November and December. Thus, increased instrument cooling
and greater temperature gradients are possible near solstice than near the equinox at these latitudes.
Ascending node daily average global MAT data are plotted in Figure 8 for three February's, 1979
through 1981. Channel 13 ERB averages show the same 3-day signal pattern that appears in the midnight
biases. The large drop in the transmissivity of the channel 13 Suprasil-W dome during the first year of
operations is responsible for part of the difference in the 1979 and 1980 averages. Bias differences of
about 6 W/m 2, associated with developing peculiarities in the ERB scanner during the winter of 1980,
account for the rest (Kyle et al., 1984). Subsequently, on June 22, 1980, the chopper wheel on the
scanner failed and the NFOV telescopes were parked in the nadir position beginning July 20, 1980. With
the scanner off, channel 13 biases are smaller in February of 1981 than for the previous two February's.
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in the figure by the opposing effect of continued dome degradation so global irradiances in 1981 have
nearly the same values as in 1980. In channel 14, the day-to-day variations in the observed signal tend
to obscure the small 3-day bias modulation.
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Figure 6b. Channel 13. Ideally this shortwave channel should read zero at night. In 1979 and
1981, the instrument was on a 3-day-on/l-day-off cycle. A repeated pattern of nonzero signals
are observed in each group on 3 on days. The instrument was turned on full-time on September
I1, 1983.
3.1.5 Longwave Dome Heating in Channels 13 and 14
The Suprasil-W silicon filter domes on channels 13 and 14 were designed to pass shortwave radiation
between 0.2 and 3.8 lam, but block out longer wavelengths. However, outgoing longwave radiation (OLR)
from both the sensor and the Earth heat the domes, which are thermally insolated from the rest of the
sensor block, and cause an orbital mean channel offset component. Local fluctuations about the orbital
mean terrestrial OLR field produce a variable, low amplitude response in the domed sensor channels which
is referred to as a terrestrial ghost because it is time-delayed relative to the OLR forcing. This signal has
been well documented by both laboratory experiments and examination of the flight data (Maschhoff, et
al., 1984; and Kyle, et al., 1984). The amplitude of the ghost signal is greatest in channel 13 which
contains only the two quartz filters. Channel 14 has a red glass dome between the two quartz filters and
this causes additional smoothing. The effect of the sensor OLR on the domes is not well known.
Originally it was assumed that the inner dome was in longwave radiant equilibrium with the sensor, but
the presence of the terrestrial ghost signal shows that this is not quite true. It is possible that other thermal
variations in the domes may account for part of the thermal bias observed in channels 13 and 14 (see
Sections 3.1.4 and 7). Figure 9 shows the correlation of the terrestrial "ghost" signal on channel 13 with
the time delayed channel 12 signal during satellite night when channel 12 receives only longwave
terrestrial radiation and channel 13 should ideally read zero. Notice that the maximum correlation occurs
for a lag time of about 21 major frames or approximately 336 seconds.
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3.2 The Stability of Channel 12
One of the key points of the Pacific and global CAT analyses is the assumption that channel 12 does not
suffer thermal perturbations as do the shortwave channels 13 and 14, whose offset voltages are not
parameterized as functions of temperature and which are covered by filter domes blocking outgoing
longwave radiation. Laboratory calibration data and special studies indicate that when internal instrument
temperatures change rapidly or when there is strong solar heating of the sensor and/or the surrounding
surfaces, the channel 12 prelaunch calibration equation becomes inaccurate. However, the perturbations
are smaller than those induced in channel 14 and considerably smaller than the perturbations in
channel 13. Because the thermal perturbation data on channel 12 are more qualitative than quantitative,
we rely on analyses of inflight data to confirm these findings.
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Figure 6c. Channel 14. Note that the nonzero signals are smaller than in channel 13 and the
day-to-day pattern different. The positive signal seems to indicate that the inner dome and
perhaps the red glass filter are warmer than the sensor. A slight unidentified bias shift may
also be present. The day-to-day pattern in October and late September 1983 is due to the
1-day-on I-day-off SMMR operating schedule.
Figures 6a, 6b, and 6c show the effect of the 3-day-on/I-day-off ERB duty cycle on channel 12, 13, and
14 MAT irradiances during satellite night. Channels 13 and 14, discussed previously in greater detail
in Section 3.1.4, should ideally read zero at this time. They do not and, furthermore, day-to-day bias
changes of several W/m 2 in channel 13 and 0.5 to 1 W/m _ in channel 14 follow a pattern closely related
to the instrument duty cycle. Channel 12, which is receiving only longwave terrestrial radiation, shows
no definitive 3-day pattern in its nighttime average signal. The day-to-day variations that do arise can
be attributed to changes both in the Earth's weather field and in the regions of coverage. The Nimbus-7
ascending node equator crossing points are some 26 ° apart in longitude but move 4 ° of longitude from
one day to the next. The flat plate sensors have a nearly cosine (nadir angle) response to incident
radiation and, thus, half of the signal power normally comes from a 7 ° Earth central angle (ECA) region
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surroundingthesubsatellitepoint. Sixdaysarerequiredfor thesechannelsto adequatelyviewall regions
of theglobe.
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Figure 7. Channel 13 nighttime nonzero measurements for November and December (year
days 305-365) 1983 averaged over the latitude band 0 ° to 30°S. The SMMR 1-day-on/1-
day-off cycle is clearly reflected in the sensor's signal. The SMMR was on full-time from
year day 318 through 327. A strong seasonal drift is also seen in the measurements.
A numerical study of the three-day MAT signal pattern in channel 12 during descending node (primarily
satellite night) is shown in Table 4. Channel 12 descending node monthly global averages are formed
separately for the first, second, and third days of the ERB-on duty cycle for three important seasonal
periods: mid-winter (January), spring (April) and mid-summer (July). The global irradiances averaged
over the ERB-on duty cycle are also shown for each period, facilitating the comparison of these data for
different years. During April no definitive day-to-day variation appears. However, during January and
July, the third day signal may be as much as 0.5 W/m 2 (0.3 percent) lower than the first day signal.
Based on these data, we can expect perturbations of the order of (0 to 0.5 W/m:) or (0 to 0.3 percent)
out of a mean signal of about 175 W/m 2. On ascending node, the mean signal is of the order of 380
W/m z with expected perturbations of the order of 0 to 1 W/m:. This compares with expected
perturbations of (2 to 6 percent or 4 to 12 W/m 2) and a mean ascending node signal of 205 W/m 2 on
channel 13 (cf. Figure 8). On channel 14 the expected perturbations are (0.6 to 3 percent or 0.5 to 3
W/m 2) and a mean ascending node signal of 91 W/m 2. Thus, the thermal perturbations in channel 12 are
small compared to those in channels 13 and 14, and we have not been able to definitively quantize these
perturbations. It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that, to the first order of approximation, the channel
12 calibration equation correctly handles instrument thermal variations.
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3.3 Calibration History
The final calibration algorithm for channels 12-14 was developed in a step-by-step study that extended
through the winter of 1984/85. During this time, the developing algorithm went through four
operational stages and, thus, four different calibration schemes have been applied to various segments
of the first five data years (November 1978 through October 1983). These were the (1) scanner CAT
(first 19 months), (2) Pacific CAT (next 41 months), (3) approximate global CAT (first 5 years), and
(4) definitive global CAT (9 years, November 1978 through October 1987). The first three algorithms
are chiefly of historical interest, but some data were distributed with these calibrations and may still be
in existence. Here we will discuss the first three calibration versions only qualitatively since our
primary purpose is documentation of the definitive global CAT algorithm.
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Figure 8. Daily and globally averaged ascending node (daytime) measurements for channels
12, 13, and 14 during the month of February for 1979, 1980, and 1981. In channel 13, the
thermal perturbation pattern driven by the 3-day-on I-day-off operating cycle is still
observable. It is, however, perturbed by the varying shortwave fluxes reflected from the Earth.
The thermal perturbations are hard to detect in channel 14 during the day and no definite
repeating pattern is observed in channel 12.
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The inflight calibration problems for the WFOV channels 11-14 can be classified into three types: (1)
inappropriate preflight determination of the sensitivity So and configuration factors F in Eqs. (1)-(3); (2)
long-term sensor changes, and (3) unexpected sensor responses to short-term perturbations in the sensor
environment. The procedures used to study the problems were: comparison of WFOV nonscanner and
NFOV scanner measurements; use ofthe Sun as an inflight calibration source for the WFOV sensors;
examination of short- and long-term trends and perturbations in the data; and additional laboratory
calibration studies of flight spare sensors.
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Figure 9. The correlation of the channel 13 satellite night signal with the
channel 12 signal is plotted as a function of the time lag in the channel 12
data. A major frame is equivalent to 16 seconds. Nimbus-6 ERB data were
used in this study. (Figure was taken from Kyle et al., 1984).
Of the 22 ERB sensors, only the solar channel 10c (see Part I of this history) and the longwave scanner
channels 19-22 had accurate inflight calibration. The long-term channel 10c solar measurements
demonstrated that the Sun had a year-to-year stability of +0.075 percent. Most of this was a downward
trend during the period 1979 to 1987 due to the phase of the sunspot cycle. Short-term perturbations of
+0.25 percent existed during the peak years (1978-1983) of the l 1-year sunspot cycle (Hoyt et al.,
1992). The Sun was assumed to be a constant source in the WFOV solar calibration algorithm. Thus,
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only an Earth-to-Sun distance correction was applied. The longwave scanner channels used a 2-point
inflight calibration. This consisted of alternate looks at a warm blackbody, mounted in the instrument
housing, and cold space. The ERB scanner was designed to study bidirectional reflectance and emittence
patterns. Thus, in its 112-second scanning pattern, it looked forward, to the side, and to the back while
the subsatellite point moved 700-km across the Earth. This viewing pattern made it easy to compare the
WFOV and NFOV measurements. Over 2-week periods, concurrent measurements were made and then
regressed against each other. The longwave scanner channels were compared directly to channels 11 and
12 during the satellite night. During the satellite day, the correct shortwave measurement was assumed
to be (channel 12 minus scanner longwave). This difference was compared both to channel 13 and to
the shortwave scanner results (Jacobowitz et al., 1984a).
The adjustments arising from these scanner comparisons were termed the scanner CAT and were used
through May 1980. Later it was discovered that the use of an incorrect temperature coefficient in the
calibration equations for channels 19-22 produced radiance values that were in the mean 1 Wm 2 sr_
too small (Kyle et al., 1985). The scanner products have since been corrected (Kyle et al., 1990b). A
correction for this Iongwave scanner problem was introduced in the WFOV global CAT but not in the
Pacific CAT algorithm. When the scanner failed on June 22, 1980, another calibration procedure had
to be developed. The following schemes assumed that channel 12 was stable and that the mean
shortwave signal was given by [channel 12 (day) minus channel 12 (night)]. Over the oceans, day and
night longwave signals are roughly the same in the mean. Thus a large area in the central Pacific
Ocean was used as a comparison region in the Pacific CAT algorithm which was used from June I980
through October 1983. The Pacific CAT, however, had a number of problems and, thus, an improved
global CAT was introduced beginning with data month November 1978. In the global CAT, the entire
Earth is used as a comparison target and a mean longwave (day minus night) difference derived from
the scanner results is inserted into the algorithm.
When the global CAT was developed, limited resources indicated that it might be a few years before
the data from the first 5 years could be reprocessed. Therefore, an approximate correction table was
published to bring the scanner and Pacific CAT products to rough agreement with global CAT results
(Kyle et al., 1985). These approximate global CAT data are not as accurate as the final definitive
global CAT products. However, they proved useful at the time.
3.3.1 Sensitivity Studies
Sensitivity studies continued through the development of the Pacific CAT algorithm. The following
summary of these studies is largely an excerpt from Kyle et al. (1984). The long-term degradation and
short-term perturbation studies also continued into the global CAT period. They are discussed further
in Section 3.4, the global CAT.
The Nimbus-6 and -7 ERB instruments are twins built originally as flight and flight spare instruments
for Nimbus-6, which was launched in June 1975. The spare ERB instrument was modified slightly and
mounted on the Nimbus-7 satellite, which was launched on October 24, 1978. One of the modifications
was to paint the baffle on channel 11 black to see if this would make it possible to use the prelaunch
calibration parameters on the flight data. In the ERB 6 experiment, both channels 11 and 12 had shiny
baffles, and the prelaunch calibration parameters proved inadequate. The chief problem seemed to
involve the proper values of SOand FD to use with the flight data. The baffles on the Nimbus-7 channel
12 were left shiny to provide continuity with the Nimbus-6 ERB experiment.
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Table 4. Composite Duty-Cycle Averages of Channel 12 Irradiances fol
1979-1983
Global Averages for Descending Node Computed at the MAT-Level
January
Month
1979
1980
1981
1982
1983
Day 1
176.4
175.3
174.6
173.4
174.8
Duty-Cycle Day
Day 2 Day 3
175.6 176.3
175.1 174.7
174.5 174.4
173.3 173.2
174.3 174.1
Average
176.1
175.0
174.5
173.3
174.4
Mean 174.9 174.6 174.5 174.7
April Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Average
1979 t71.7 171.2 171.5 171.5
1980 169.6 170.3 170.4 170.1
1981 169.8 169.9 169.7 169.8
1982 168.7 168.5 168.7 168.6
1983 170.2 170.1 170.5 170.3
Mean 170.0 170.0 170.2 170.1
July Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Average
1979 177.4 177.2 177.3 177.3
1980 177.6 177.2 177.1 177.3
1981 177.2 176.8 176.8 176.9
1982 177.6 177.2 176.8 177.2
1983 177.1 177.0 176.4 176.8
Mean
5-yrMean
177.4 177.1 176.9 177.1
174.1 173.9 173.9 174.0
The ERB 7 instruments went through a prelaunch calibration cycle both in 1975 and 1978. Postlaunch
calibration analyses have included studies of flight spare WFOV channels by both Eppley Laboratory and
Gulton Industries as well as extensive examination of the flight data [Jacobowitz et al., 1984a; Maschhoff
et al., 1984]. The WFOV channels 11 and 12 were calibrated in 1975 and 1978 with a special double
cavity blackbody unit designed for calibrating the channels after they were mounted on the ERB
radiometer. It overfilled the field of view so no ring of space surrounded the blackbody as normally
occurs for Earth observations at Nimbus-7 altitude. The unit operated with an apparent emissivity in
vacuum of 0.995 or greater, and 10 blackbody test temperatures ranging from 180°K to 390°K were
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measured and controlled to an accuracy of 0.1 K. In addition, the ERB channels were controlled during
the 1978 tests at three different temperatures: 10°C, 22°C, and 35°C. In 1978, channel 12, but not
channel 11, was also calibrated by a solar simulator whose radiation was directed normal to the detector
in vacuum. This directly measured the channels shortwave sensitivity. Channels 13 and 14 were
calibrated only with the solar simulator.
The blackbody calibration parameters for channels 11 and 12 were obtained by setting
4
H T = HBB = eBBCrTBB
(4)
whe.re
HB B = blackbody irradiance (W/m 2)
EB B = blackbody emissivity
TBB = blackbody temperature (K)
This was substituted in Eq.(1), and using the test data, the calibration parameters were evaluated.
However, this procedure yielded the products of the sensitivity S times the detector configuration factor
Fo and the blackbody configuration factor FBB, SFD and SFBB, respectively. One of the factors must be
independently determined to complete the solution.
Table 5 lists the more important evaluations of the Nimbus-7 ERB WFOV calibration parameters S, Fo,
and the product SFD. The first column is a brief description of the method used. The primary quantity
determined by the method is given in parentheses for channels 11 and 12. For these channels, the same
prelaunch blackbody calibration product is used in all cases. For channels 13 and 14, it is assumed that
the filters block all longwave emissions from the detector chip so only S is given. MAT irradiances for
channels 12-14 are generated using the sensitivity estimates of the prelaunch solar si_mulator calibrations.
The detector configuration factor (for channel 12) is derived from this sensitivity and the value of the
blackbody calibration product, SFD = 1.3865. Channel 11 MAT irradiances use a value of the target
configuration factor computed analytically assuming completely diffuse thermal radiative exchange
between the black baffle and receiver surface. Sensitivity is derived from FD and the blackbody
calibration product, SFD = 1.2002.
In channel 11, note that painting the baffles black reduced the product SFD by 12.4 percent. This occurs
because the baffle walls are now more absorptive and, re-emitting thermal energy back to the receiver,
they reduce the detector's effective field of view of space. The black paint also appears to have made
the prelaunch and postlaunch behavior more comparable except for the anomalous Sun tilt evaluation.
We postulate that the black-painted baffles heat rapidly in direct sunlight causing most of the difference.
For channel 12, the most accurate determinations were the Eppley postlaunch estimate of the detector
factor FD and the satellite Sun tilt calculation of the sensitivity; these agreed to within 0.05 percent. The
Eppley measurement was adopted. For channel 13, the immediate postlaunch Sun tilt check of the
sensitivity agreed to 0.5 percent with the prelaunch solar simulator result. The difference was 2 percent
for channel 14.
3.4 The Global CAT
The global CAT procedure is an improved modification of the Pacific CAT described by Kyle, et al.
(1984). This section describes the components of this procedure for adjusting the inflight calibration of
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the ERB WFOV sensors (channels 12-14). As in the Pacific CAT, the global CAT depends on the
stability of the total channel 12 (0.2 to 50 #m). Nevertheless, some corrections for the long-term
degradation of this channel are made in the global CAT.
The development of improved inflight calibration procedures took place in stages covering some 6.5 years
after the launching of the Nimbus-7 on October 24, 1978. To allow calibration traceability, all of the
ERB data are first processed using the original postlaunch calibration equations (Jacobowitz, et al., 1984)
and stored on the ERB MATs. The calibration adjustments are then applied to the MAT data when
higher level products are made. This is described in Kyle, et al. (1985). The adjustments are
summarized below and then are described in more detail in Sections 5 through 8.
Long-term Adiustments
a, Correction for slow long-term degradation in channel 12 with different shortwave (0.2 to 4
#m) and longwave (4 to 50 #m) degradation rates; this is a modification of the Pacific CAT.
bo A baffle enhancement factor for channel 12 identical to that used in the Pacific CAT. When
applied to MAT irradiances, it simultaneously increases the sensitivity and decreases the target
configuration factor to the best values given in Table 5.
C, An NFOV comparison-derived, constant bias offset for channel 12; this is similar to that used
in the Pacific CAT but is larger because of the new correction in NFOV longwave calibration
(Kyle, et al., 1985, 1990b).
d. Correction for the mean long-term degradation in channels 13 and 14; the procedure uses
channel 12 as a standard. In the Pacific CAT, channel 14 was not corrected; coefficients in
channel 13 are different than in the Pacific CAT because of the new corrections in channel 12.
e. A new forcing term, derived from the NFOV longwave data, is used to force the WFOV
ascending node longwave flux to have a global average approximately 5 W/m 2 larger than that
of the descending node measurements. This is a new correction.
f, An asymmetric dome degradation correction for channel 13; this is unchanged from the Pacific
CAT.
Short-term Adjustments
a. Interpolation across the sunrise and sunset sunblip gaps in channels 12-14 to fill these
descending node data voids. This is a new procedure.
bo Removal of stray light effects on the edge of the interpolation regions. This is a new
procedure.
C. A longwave dome heating correction for channel 13 identical to that used in the Pacific CAT.
d. A midnight offset correction for channels 13 and 14 identical to that used in the Pacific CAT.
e, A correction to channels 13 and 14 measurements for solar heating of the instrument at
satellite sunrise and sunset. This is termed a shortwave heating effect and is a new correction.
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f. Ascending node offsets for channels 13 and 14 based upon globally-averaged comparisons to the
shortwave component of channel 12. These comparisons use half monthly averages. The Pacific
CAT used the central Pacific as a comparison area instead of the whole globe.Figure 10 is a flow
chart of the global CAT algorithm that references each of the long- and short-term adjustments
mentioned above. Panel a illustrates the course of the overall processing scheme and defines an
intermediate level product referred to as DELMAT data. Panels b and c provide additional
details of the computations of channel sensitivities (b) and the DELMAT level calibration
offsets (c). Panel (d) summarizes the computation of the ascending node (mostly daytime)
offsets; panel (e) shows final calculation of the global CAT data beginning with DELMAT data.
4. INFLIGHT WFOV CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT
A linear model of the form
a_m ° "HMAT = adegraa'H_ - b (5)
is utilized to separately recalibrate the MAT longwave and shortwave spectral irradiances of channel 12,
and the filtered irradiances of channels 13 and 14. In (5), HMAXand H_t are MAT and actual satellite
altitude irradiances, respectively; adegr_d,a_fno and b are recalibration coefficients. The term a_fn_ is
applied to channel 12 only and accounts for the loss of receiver-emitted thermal radiation to space by
means of baffle scattering. With a value of 0.962, it acts to decrease the estimates of satellite altitude
irradiances and may be regarded as the effect of a one-time increase in sensor sensitivity and decrease
by the same factor in detector configuration factor relative to MAT values. For the other channels, a_m¢
is formally set to unity.
The degradation factor, ad_grad,and offset b are dynamic recalibration factors that account for possible
ongoing long-term sensitivity changes, and short-term detector responses not considered in the prelaunch
energy balance equation (Equation 1), respectively. Note carefully that MAT irradiances (after correction
with abaen_are assumed to be separable into two components: one consisting of the satellite altitude ERB
field (but degraded due to sensitivity loss) and the other representing perturbations to the ERB signal due
to all other forcing (i.e. non-ERB signals). These non-ERB signals are characterized and removed via
the additive offset b. The degradation correction factor, 1/ado_rad,permits us to rescale these attenuated
ERB irradiances, ab_fnc'HMAT+ b, tO recover the actual satellite altitude flux. Transmissivity loss in the
filter domes covering channels 13 and 14 is the primary reason for sensor degradation in these channels,
although changes in receiver absorptivity and baffle reflectivity may also occur. The total channels 11
and 12 are, of course, uncovered and their sensitivity changes are observed to be markedly less than those
of channels 13 and 14.
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GLOBALCAT PROCEDURE
Over_4ew
MAT Data
Mean Sensitivities Daytime Offsets DELMAT Data
Global CAT Data
Figure lOa. This is a flowchart of the global CAT algorithm that performs the final calibration
of the Earth flux measurements. An overview is given in (a). Procedural details are outlined in
the other panels.
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GLOBAL CAT PROCEDURE b
Computotion of Sensitivities
BiweeklyMAT QC Averages
Mean Sensilivilies
MAT QC Data
l
Biweekly MAT QC Averages
Figure lOb. The computation of sensitivity changes.
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GLOBALCATPROCEDURE c
Coml:)utat_on of DELMATData
GLOBALCATPROCEDURE
Computotion of Doytirne Offsets
MAT QC Data DELMAT Data
Remove
SW Instrument
Heating
(Chs 13 & 14)
RemovE!
Solar Stray Light
Interpolate Across
Sunblip
Reconstruct
Ch 12
(use interpolated
LW & Ch13)
DELMAT Data Ch$13 and t 4 B_veekb/Daytime Ot_ets
Figure lOc&d. (c) The DELMAT level calibration offsets; (d) the computation of the ascending
node (mostly daytime) offsets.
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GLOBALCATPROCEDURE e
Generotionof Recali_oted E:_o
Day'lime Offs_s
Mean Sensitivities Chs 13 and 14 Global CAT Data DELMAT Data
Ch 12 Global CAT Data
_gure lOe. The final calculation of the global CAT data beginning with the DELMAT data.
5. LONG-TERM DEGRADATION MAINTENANCE
Characterization of the long-term sensitivity changes of the WFOV channels has been a complex task
because of the presence of thermal forcing and the lack of on-board calibration sources. We have relied
on several methods to evaluate changes in sensitivity, the principle ones being:
1. Unobstructed observations of the Sun, normally once every 24 days, obtained during satellite
pitch maneuvers.
, Comparison of the two total spectral channels, beginning in April 1984. At this time, channel
11 was unshuttered and kept opened on a full-time basis.
. Comparison of the WFOV channels with the in-space calibrated NFOV scanning channels during
the 20-month scanner lifetime (Jacobowitz et al., 1984a; and Ardanuy and Rea, 1984).
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4. The stable channel 12 calibration is transferred to the shortwave channels 13 and 14.
.
Consistency in the results of the above procedures is confirmed by analyses of time averaged
global mean irradiances for all the WFOV channels.
5.1 Shortwave Sensitivities of the Total-Radiation Channels
Figures 5a (channel 11) and 5b (channel 12) show the shortwave sensitivities for the two total channels
as derived from satellite pitch data. A discussion of these results has already been given in Section 3.1.2
where we concluded that no observable degradation in channel 11 sensitivities can be detected through
the first 9 years. Channel 12 sensitivities change slowly, but by year 6 a definite decrease is observable.
This decrease is emphasized by the best linear fit line shown in Figure 5b. The actual channel 12 SW
degradation terms, Tsw, used are summarized in Table 6. They are derived from Table C1 in
Appendix C. Before launch it is assumed that Tsw = 1. As indicated in Table 6, Tsw actually appears to
change monotonically but not in a strictly linear fashion. Accumulated shortwave degradation 9 years
after launch is 1.5 percent.
Table 6. Channel 12 longwave, TLW,and shortwave, Tsw, degradation factors.
Year Date TL w ATLw Tsw ATsw
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
October 24, 1978 1.00 1.00
November 16-30, 1978 0.9961 (0.0039) 0.9997 (0.0003)
October 16-31, 1979 0.9801 0.0160 0.9975 0.0022
0.0022
October 16-31, 1985
October 16-31, 1986
October 16-31, 1987
I
October 16-31, 1980 0.9780 0.0021 0.9953
October 16-31, 1981 0.9765 0.0015 0.9938 0.0015
October 16-31, 1982 0.9755 0.0010 0.9930 0.0008
October 16-31, 1983 0.9752 0.0003 0.9926 0.0004
October 16-31, 1984 0.9752 0.0000 0.9926 0.0000
0.9752 0.0000 0.9898 0.0028
0.9752 0.0000
0.0000
O.9868
0.98480.9752
0.0030
0.0020
AT_ is the difference (T,+l - T,). At launch, October 24, 1978, it is assumed that
T=I.
During the period from April 1984 through April 1986, both WFOV total radiation sensors viewed the
Earth. Although there were several periods when these channels experienced shutter problems rendering
the data unusable (e.g., channel 11:26-28 April 1984 and channel 12:3-15 July 1985), these anomalies
may be eliminated and a set of consistent half-monthly, global averages computed. Because the
radiometer FOVs are collocated and possess identical spectral responses, the signals are quite similar.
Noting the differential degradation of the sensors inferred by the pitch maneuver data of Figures 5a and
5b, we would expect this behavior to be clearly demonstrated in an irradiance comparison between the
two channels. Figure 11 presents the ratio of the MAT irradiance difference (channel 12 - channel 11)
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relativeto channel12for ascending (mostly day), and descending (mostly night) orbit halves, and the
ascending-descending orbit difference. There is more variability in the nighttime (primarily longwave
radiation) curve than in the daytime (both longwave and shortwave radiation) curve.
COMPARISON OF CHANNEL 11/12 GLOBAL AVERAGES
1.5
1.0
0.5
W
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15-DAY PERIODS
Figure 11. The MAT irradiance global mean difference (channel 12-channel 11) divided by
channel 12 is plotted in percent. Half-monthly averages are plotted for the period April
1984 through October 1986. The descending node (longwave) curve is at the top, followed
by the ascending node (longwave plus shortwave) graph. The bottom curve shows the
difference in the ascending and descending node differences normalized by the channel 12
(ascending minus descending node) difference. The slope of the bottom two curves indicates
a relative change in the shortwave sensitivity of one channel with respect to the other.
For the ascending and ascending-descending orbit half curves there is a noticeable downward trend in the
data. This suggests a change in the sensitivity of one of these channels. From the pitch analysis in
Figure 5a there is no indication of any long-term drift in the sensitivity of channel 11, in contrast to the
small (-0.2 to -0.3 percent/year) loss of sensitivity in channel 12. This comparison of channel 11 and
12 suggests a -0.3 percent (ascending node) to -0.4 percent (ascending-descending)per year trend in the
difference curves for this period, and tends to support the pitch-maneuver results.
A third, empirical means may be employed to examine the interannual stability of the total channel 12.
Consider the 9-year (n=9) time series of half-monthly, global irradiance averages (F_; i=l, 24n).
Present in these data, which have been subjected to only the prelaunch, time-invariant calibration, are the
time-dependent responses due to sensor degradation. Also present is the Earth's climate signal. Though
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the lattercontributionis of ultimateinterest,for understandingthe instrumenti is simplya sourceof
noisethatmustbe removed.To afirst approximation,theseasonalcycleis removedby takingasetof
annualdifferences(D_= F_+u-F_),andfromthesederivingatimesseriesofdeseasonalizedcontiguoushalf-
monthlyirradiancedifferences,d,. A solutionfor thed_is obtainedby notingthatannualdifferences
shouldbethesumof 24contiguoushalf-monthlydifferences,aconditionexpressedby
i .*-23
Di" E dj (6) :
j_i+l
However, the system of equations is under-determined, there being (24.n-1) d_ but only 24-(n-1) D_.
Thus, we implement a boundary condition at the end of the time series assigning equal values, 1/24 of
the tendencies suggested by the pitch maneuver study, to the final 23 4. Although the boundary
conditions necessarily influence the solution, they do so only weakly guaranteeing that the results of this
analysis are independent of those of the satellite pitch study. Each point of the solution vector, dr,
represents the irradiance change from one half-month to the next in the absence of a seasonal cycle.
These are then summed from the beginning of the dataset to give a cumulative signal change. Even
though the mean seasonal oscillation is removed, the desired instrument signal plus a spurious component
due to interannual and other variability remain. Figure 12 depicts this time-series analysis for the AN
in terms of the input vector of normalized annual irradiance differences, DJFi, (triangles), the cumulative
sensor degradation (diamonds), and a quadratic fit to the sensor degradation (squares). Note that tick
marks along the abscissa represent time intervals in years beginning in November of 1978 (N 78), and
data points are plotted at half-monthly increments; symbols are added to the curves at bimonthly intervals.
The quadratic fits to this data and similar analyses for the AN-DN differences give sensitivity change
rates of -0.18 to -0.24 percent per year by November 1985. Thus, while we do not use this method to
calibrate the instrument (as it would alter the true climate signal), the resultant solution is clearly in
excellent agreement with the sensitivity estimates obtained from the satellite pitch, and the channel 11 and
12 comparison studies.
A summary of the adopted channel 12 longwave, TLw, and shortwave, Tsw, degradation rates for the first
9 years is given in Table 6. In practice, values were determined for each half-month period and these
are given in Appendix C. Table 6 lists the values for only one-half-monthly period per year. In this
Table, AT is the difference from one entry to the next, and thus represents the yearly changes in the
degradation. By the end of year 9, the shortwave sensitivity had decreased by 1.5 percent. By
examining the time series of globally-averaged terrestrial observations, supportive evidence for the
instrument's characterization is clearly found. This also demonstrates the stability of the global annual
averages (see Section 9 and Ardanuy et al., 1992).
5.2 Longwave Sensitivities of the Total-Radiation Channels
While shortwave absorption at the receiver surfaces of the WFOV channels is determined by the
properties of the pigment of the velvet black paint covering each of them, infrared absorption depends
mainly on the paint's binder. Because of this distinction, one does not expect a flat absorption response
over both the solar-reflected (0.2 to 3.8 /xm) and Earth-emitted (3.8 to 50 _m) wavelength regions.
Additionally, there is the potential--due to different absorption mechanisms--that any degradation
experienced in flight will be spectrally-dependent. This is apparently the case for the ERB total
channel 12.
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Figure 12. Long-term trends in channel 12 (shortwave plus longwave) MAT level
measurements are examined by a time series analysis of globally averaged, ascending node
(daytime) measurements. The data are deseasonalized by considering year-to-year changes in
the 24 annual half-monthly averages (see text). The triangles indicate consecutive year
changes. The cumulative changes are indicated by the diamonds and by a quadratic fit
(squares) which most accurately represents the sensitivity loss.
Figure 13 illustrates the long-term variability of the nighttime (infrared) globally-averaged irradiances
taken by channel 12 after removal of the seasonal cycle (Equation 6). As in Figure 12, the input vector
of normalized annual irradiance differences (triangles), cumulative sensor degradation (diamonds), and
a polynomial fit (squares) are illustrated. The "spurious" component in the cumulative degradation is
most likely caused by the normal meteorological variability of the Earth. Of interest, however, is: (1)
the apparent rapid initial degradation in sensitivity of nearly 2 percent; and (2) indications of an additional
0.5 percent sensitivity loss during the first 5 years of data, before the time series becomes stationary in
the latter half of the observing period. Thus, most of the longwave sensitivity loss occurred during the
first 4 months of operation (see Table C1 in Appendix C). Indeed, some sensitivity loss may have
occurred in the first three weeks of flight, prior to the experiment's activation. If so, this would at least
partially explain the need for the application of an offset to the total channel 12 irradiances to obtain
agreement with measurements taken by the NFOV s_canning channels (Section 3.4; Kyle et al., 1984).
Comparisons with the total channel 11 confirm the stability of the sensitivity during the later years
(Figure 11, descending node). Relative comparison of channel 11 and 12 data over the first 5 years of
operations is not possible because channel 11 was shuttered most of the time during this period. Based
on this evidence, it is believed that the sensitivity ofthe total channel 12 in the longwave spectral regime
was essentially constant for the period 1983 to 1987. By 1983, the radiometer had lost about 2.5 percent
in total sensitivity for this spectral band.
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Figure 13. Analysis of long-term trends in the channel 12 descending node (nighttime),
longwave, MAT level measurements (refer to Figure 12).
The shortwave sensitivity of channel 12 is monitored using the Sun as the basic calibration standard. The
time series analysis of the ascending node global measurements and the channel 11 and 12 comparisons
(Figures 11 and 12) both support the solar calibration results and help to verify the time analysis
procedure. The longwave sensitivity is monitored only by the time analysis and channel 11 and 12
comparison studies. Analysis of 9 years of calibrated longwave global averages shows a remaining
downward trend of about 0.05 percent/year and this seems climatologically unrealistic (Ardanuy et al.,
1992). No particular trend appears in the shortwave data which depends on solar calibration. Thus is
possible that the longwave sensitivity did continue to slowly degrade after 1983. Since channel 11 should
have also suffered some degradation after it was opened, the channel 11 and 12 intercomparison gives
only limited information.
5.3 Sensitivity of the Shortwave Filtered Channel
While analysis of a time series of Sun observations for upward and downward trends can provide a
powerful tool for calibration purposes (Figure 5c), the solar disk subtends an angle of only 0.5 ° and thus
only a small region of the hemispheric filter domes is examined. Even when allowing for seasonal
variations in the solar declination, the total solid angle mapped out by the projection of receiver surface
on the dome remains a small percentage of the hemisphere. For this reason, and unlike the total channels
which are not filtered, the pitch-maneuver sensitivity estimates for the shortwave channel 13 serve only
to establish bounds within which the effective sensitivity will fall.
An alternative approach to determination of the definitive calibration of the shortwave channel is based
on comparison of channel 12 and 13 irradiances using the entire Earth as a target area. Irradiance data
z?
=
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for each radiometer are first zonally averaged and then integrated over the Earth sphere, separately for
ascending node (AN) and descending node (DN) orbit halves. Day-night differences are then taken both
to eliminate the seasonal and instrument-related nighttime bias from the shortwave channel measurements
(cf. Figure 6b), and to remove the mean Iongwave flux component from the total channel irradiances.
It is also necessary to eliminate the mean global day-night longwave flux differences from channel 12.
This difference is estimated climatotogicaily from the NFOV observations acquired during the first two
data years. The correction amounts to approximately 5 W/m 2 at the top of the atmosphere. The ratio
of the AN-DN differences of the shortwave estimates of the total channel 12 (after sensitivity corrections
are applied) to the filtered channel 13 is illustrated in Figure 14 (triangles) where time increments along
the abscissa are once again given in years beginning with November 1978. Any small errors in the
channel 12 longwave calibration should have little effect here since a (AN-DN) difference from channel
12 is used. As expected, the ratio is near unity at the start of the experiment. The upward trend over
time clearly states the cumulative sensitivity loss of the shortwave radiometer. The seasonal oscillation
should not be interpreted as sensitivity fluctuations, but rather as bias shifts in the intra-orbital offset of
channel 13 caused by seasonal changes in the thermal forcing.
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Figure 14. The mean relative darkening #nverse transmissivity) of channel 13, starting at turn
on, versus time in years. The global mean "true shortwave" is taken to be the corrected
channel 12 (AN minus DN) measurements. This value is divided by the mean channel 13 (AN
minus DN) signal to determine the darkening. Channel 13 MAT level data were used
uncorrected (triangles) and as corrected using the thermal CAT (pluses). Quadratic fits to both
curves yield the final darkening estimates.
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For degradation determination, this seasonal mode and any other biases to the estimates caused by the
orbitally-varying sensor offsets are reduced by applying corrections obtained from the ERB shortwave
channel thermal model (the thermal CAT model is discussed in Appendix B). The thermal CAT accounts
for short-term variability in the WFOV sensor calibration based solely on temperature readings in and
around the ERB instrument. These temperature measurements are provided with every MAT observation
and make it possible to generate offset corrections smoothly and continuously throughout the data record.
In the current application, an approximation of the thermal CAT is used which we refer to as the
climatological thermal CAT. This model was developed prior to finalization of the global CAT algorithm
and consists of global averages of the more detailed offset corrections generated by the thermal CAT.
These global averages are given month-by-month throughout the first five years of the experiment, but
they rely on only brief periods (i.e. several days) of data in each of the months. Beyond year five, the
monthly estimates of year five are simply repeated. These climatological thermal CAT offsets contain
the effects of the seasonal and interarmual (first 5 years) cycles of solar and terrestrial thermal forcing,
and internal instrument heating, on the sensor response. When applied to the half-monthly averages of
Figure 14, the revised curve (pluses) is obtained. Notice the reduction in the amplitude of the seasonal
oscillations that are obtained relative to the MAT data (triangles), even though the climatological thermal
CAT offsets only approximate the half-monthly corrections required for these data. Based on seasonal
and annual tabulations of this calibration data (i.e. the revised curve), channel 13 has apparently
experienced a 15.3 percent loss of sensitivity during the first 9 years of the mission (Table C1).
Low-order (quadratic) polynomial curves, fitted to the two time series, are also plotted in Figure 14. The
fitted curves show that: (1) the sensor degradation was more rapid earlier in the mission and (2) the
thermal CAT by removing much of the sensor's offsets brings the sensitivity adjustments closer to unity
in November 1978, validating the channel 13 pre-flight sensitivity determination.
Confirming evidence of sensitivity changes is found when an interannual time-series analysis of the
shortwave channel's globally-averaged irradiances (Equation 6) is performed. In the cumulative degrada-
tion estimates (Figure 15), three scales of variability are noted. The highest frequency component (with
periodicities on the order of 1 month--the Nyquist limit--to 2 months) is assumed to derive from normal
synoptic and associated cloudiness variability. The multi-year mode, with minima in data years 3 (1980
to 1981) and 6 (1983 to 1984) and a maximum in data years 4 and 5 (1981-1983) is apparently a
manifestation of the ENSO event, which exhibits an identical phase and period. Of immediate interest for
instrument characterization is the longest-term, secular trend, which is fitted by a quadratic curve. This
independent result clearly mirrors the degradation estimates obtained by the global comparison method
(i.e., solar calibration of channel 12 transferred to channel 11 via the ratio of their AN-DN differences).
In practice, the shortwave-channel's sensitivity estimates used for production of the ERB parameters is
obtained by fitting the transfer ratio (shown in Figure 14 with pluses) with a piecewise polynomial.
Recognizing that the degradation occurred most rapidly near launch, a cubic polynomial is used for the
first seven months of year 1. Further, in recognition of the nearly constant degradation rate of the sensor
at present, a linear polynomial is applied after data year 5, with a rate of sensitivity loss of 1.4
percent/year. A quadratic polynomial is applied to the intermediate period. Note that the similar solar
sensor, channel 2, actually showed an increase in transmissivity in 1988 as the solar activity increased
in solar cycle 22 (Figure A5 in Kyle et al., 1993b). A smaller but similar increase in transmissivity also
probably occurred in channel 13, but the WFOV data for this period has not been examined in detail.
This cleansing is associated with high solar activity which results in strong increases in both atomic and
singly ionized oxygen at the Nimbus-7 altitude (Predmore et al., 1982). An earlier cleaning of channel
13 occurred in the spring of 1979 (see Figure 8 in Ardanuy and Rea, 1984).
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Figure 15. The channel 13 mean relative transmissivity changes are estimated from the long-
term trend in the channel 13 mean MAT level (AN minus DN) measurements, the time series
analysis referred to in Figure 12 and in the text is used. The mean long-term degradation is
given by the quadratic fit to the cumulative degradation curve.
5.4 Sensitivity of the Near-Infrared Filtered Channel
Similar to the shortwave channel, the definitive calibration adjustment of the near infrared channel
sensitivity is based upon a comparison with channel 12. Irradiance integrals are taken over the Earth,
and day-night differences" computed as in the procedure for channel 13. The residual diurnal component
of longwave emission is likewise removed. However, the radiation estimate derived from the total
channel's measurements is then reduced by slightly more than a factor of two to account for the reduced
amount of the solar radiation available to a sensor in the near-infrared portion of the spectrum (see
Appendix C.4). The precise value of this reduction factor is chosen to yield a sensitivity adjustment of
unity at the start of data.
The resultant time series, plotted over the length of the dataset, is portrayed in Figure 16 (triangles). A
comparison to the shortwave channel's analog in Figure 14 indicates clear similarities in the seasonal
cycle, the cumulative degradation of the sensor, and the most rapid loss of sensitivity early in the mission.
The orbitally- and seasonally-varying sensor biases are largely removed by applying, as with the
shortwave radiometer, a set of corrections provided by the ERB near-infrared channel thermal model.
The corrected curve is also presented in Figure 16 (pluses), as well as a pair of quadratic curves fitted
to the respective time series. By the end of the first 9 years of the mission, the channel had apparently
degraded 6.3 percent relative to its initial sensitivity, with a terminal rate of sensitivity loss of about 0.5
percent per year (see Table C1 in Appendix C). Time-series analysis of interannual globally-averaged,
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near-infraredchannelirradiances(Figure17)confirmstheestimatesof both the rate and the cumulative
degradation of this radiometer.
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Figure I6. The mean, time-dependent darkening of channel 14 determined by comparison with
channel 12 (see text and Figure 14).
5.5 Asymmetric Degradation of the Filtered Channels
Once the mean degradation of the shortwave channels has been accounted for, an asymmetry algorithm
described by Kyle et al., (1984) is applied. Here we review the procedure for estimating the asymmetry
in channel 13. This method is based on the comparison of channel 13 daylight measurements with
concurrent NFOV scanner measurements (Ardanuy and Rea, 1984) during the time the scanner was
active. The sheltered scanner shortwave filters apparently suffered no loss in transmissivity and are used
as reference values. Three basic steps are required:
° Monthly satellite altitude irradiance averages for a set of twelve 30 ° SZA bins are obtained. Of
the 12 bins, 6 correspond to the satellite approaching and 6 to the satellite retreating from the
Sun. Here the channel 13 irradiances are binned and averaged after removal of direct in-field
and out-of-field solar response in the 90 ° to 120 ° SZA ranges (Section 6) and all other calibration
offsets (Sections 7 and 8). Together these constitute the term b in Eq.(5).
.
The satellite altitude irradiance averages are inverted to the "top of the atmosphere" (TOA) to
realistically enhance the scene variability. Here the weighting function (King and Curran, 1980;
Ardanuy and Jacobowitz, 1984), which relates the satellite altitude and the TOA irradiances, is
4O
castintoa diagonallysymmetric12by 12weightmatrix.This is accomplishedby integrating
over1/12of anorbit, or 30° of Earthcentralanglefor eachmatrixelement.A 30 ° satellite
altitude band is affected by the nearest three TOA bands by the normalized weights of (0.087,
0.826, 0.087). This matrix is inverted to yield the inverse relationship, where a 30 ° TOA band
is affected by the nearest satellite altitude bands through the inverse weights of (-0.001, 0.014,
-0.132, 1.238, -0.132, 0.014, -0.001). With the direct effects of solar radiation removed, only
terrestrial-reflected solar radiation is left for the inversion. The inverted matrix is applied to
obtain the 12 TOA irradiance bin averages. Here the anisotropy of reflected solar radiation is
neglected. However, the dependence of solar flux on SZA is present implicitly in the binned
averages of the irradiances.
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Figure 17. The channel 14 mean relative transmissivity trend is estimated by the time series
analysis referred to in the text and in Figure 12. The actual long-term trend is given by the
quadratic fit to the cumulative degradation curve.
3. Asymmetric degradation corrections are computed as a function of orbital position based on
evaluation of the effective transmissivity, T_, given by
" ½ (7)To=T )}
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where Ts is the mean degradation of the hemispherical dome and is independent of satellite
position, A is irradiance difference between adjacent bins, R is irradiance average between
adjacent bins, and ot is the dome degradation asymmetry factor. Alpha represents the fractional
degradation of the backside (away from the direction of the satellite velocity vector) of the filter
dome relative to the dome mean degradation. Its is fixed after February 1979 at 0.51, the value
to which the instrument converged prior to the failure of the scanner (Ardanuy and Rea, 1984).
From launch through February 1979, o_ is interpolated between the value of 0.50 for a symmetric
dome and its terminal value of 0.51. The coarse 30 ° spatial resolution of the correction
procedure eliminates most high frequency variability in Tc due to orbital fluctuations in the TOA
radiance. Interannual variability in Tc is also removed by replacing actual values of R and A,
during evaluation of the term in braces, by their monthly climatological means values. These
climatological means are based on scanner data.
An example of how the scheme works is shown in Table 7. The 12 SZA bins are shown on the
left, but only one is associated with a given observation and it is determined based on the location
of the subsatellite point. The three central columns represent steps in the inversion of the band-
averaged irradiances to the top of the atmosphere as discussed in Step 2 above. The two right-
hand columns give the transmittances Ts and Te for each band. The value of Ts shown was
picked for heuristic purposes and is only a guide estimate of T_ on November 19, 1979. For
actual data processing, the T¢ of Eq.(7), not Ts, are used to correct the channel 13 irradiances
obtained from the MATs. No asymmetric correction is applied to channel 14. The evidence
indicates the transmissivity loss was greater in the ultraviolet visible portion of the spectrum than
in the near infrared (Kyle et al., 1993b). In addition, the northern hemisphere is brighter in the
near infrared than is the southern hemisphere (Kyle, et al., 1986). Thus, a good asymmetric
algorithm has not been developed for the smaller problem on channel 14. Even on channel 13
we assume the asymmetry to be constant from March 1979 onward. This algorithm is thus
unchanged from the Pacific CAT.
6. REMOVAL OF SOLAR TARGET IRRADIANCE
All of the ERB WFOV receivers are in direct sunlight between SZAs of 113 ° and 120 ° and, except for
the black-painted channel 11, they continue to be illuminated by indirect solar radiation from 90 ° to
113 ° (cf. Figures 3 and 4 and Section 3.1.1). It is desirable to attempt to remove the effects of solar
contamination across the entire 90 ° to 120 ° SZA range for two reasons. First, "recovering" the Earth
signal from this data would substantially enhance the coverage of the ERB WFOV dataset since nearly
one-sixth of an orbit is affected. Second, since continuous orbit corrections for LW dome heating in
channels 13 and 14 rely on terrestrial emissions minutes prior, an uninterrupted set of WFOV
observations is required.
Interpolation across the entire zone of solar contamination is one method of removing the solar signal
from WFOV data. We tested the accuracy of such an approach by generating simulated WFOV
observations from NFOV data which contain no solar contamination and may be used as a reference
field. Using a cosine of nadir angle weighting function, simulated WFOV irradiances were obtained
by integrating NFOV data over the footprint size of the WFOV. Given the approximately 7 ° Earth
central angle half-power radius of WFOV observations, however, insufficient information exists to
bridge the interval from 90 ° to 121 ° of SZA with reasonable accuracy. It was thus decided to
interpolate across no more than three half-power radius widths, i.e., from 99 ° to 121 ° of SZA. In tests
with simulated longwave irradiance data, this interpolation width produced a midpoint bias of less than
1 W/m 2 and a standard deviation of the error of 4 to 6 W/m 2, reduced from biases of up to 5 W/m 2 and
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standard deviations of 7 to 8 W/m 2 for the entire interval 90 ° to 121 ° SZA range as shown in Table 8.
A different technique to estimate the stray-light Signal from 90 ° to 99 ° of SZA is discussed below.
Table 7. Example
Solar Zenith
Angle Range
(°)
of Degradation Correction for Asymmetric Effects (November 19, 1979) CH 13.
Irradiance (W/m 2) Transmissivity (%)
Symmetric
After Correction Transmissivity
for "Out of Field" TOA T, Prior to
Response Correction for
Asymmetries
Satellite Leaving Sun
After Application
of Calibration
Offsets
0
0
0
119
168
208
150 to 180 -0.3 0.0
120 to 150 -0.4 0.0
90 to 120 87.0 12.0
60to 90 112.1 112.1
30 to 60 167.4. 167.4
0 to 30 203.3 203.3
Satellite Approaching Sun
204
336
183
0
0
0
30 to 0 217.5 217.5
60 to 30 307.3 307.3
90 to 60 178.5 178.5
120 to 90 89.1 18.2
150 to 120 0.5 0.0
180 to 150 -1.1 0.0
Midnight
Effective
Transmissivity
T c After
Correction for
Asymmetries
NA NA
NA NA
97 99
97 97
97 97
97 97
97 97
97 98
97 96
97 95
NA NA
NA NA
!
Tc = T s {I - (A/R)(ct - I/2)}, where A is the irradiance difference between adjacent bins, R is the
irradiance average between adjacent bins, and ct is the degradation asymmetry ---0.51.
Table 8. Estimates of bias introduced by interpolation across sunblip.
Month
December
December
June
June
Interpolation
Interval
90 ° to 121 °
99 ° to 121 °
90 ° to 121 °
99 ° to 121 °
Midpoint
Bias
(W/m s)
0.3
0.9
5.5
0.4
Midpoint Standard
Deviation (W/m 2)
8.0
4.0
7.7
6.4
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6.1 Elimination of Stray Light
Interpolation across the sunblip interval is accomplished by using a tensioned cubic spline (for instance,
see Cline, 1974) with the tension factor determining how "tight" or "slack" a fit is produced. Two sets
of four "knots", or anchor points, are spaced every 12 major frames (one major frame is 16 seconds) on
either side of the data gap and including the endpoints at 99 ° and 121 ° of SZA; thus, knots are taken at
the following SZA's: 9016 ° , 93.3 °, 96.1 o and 98.9 ° on the daylight side of the sunblip; 121.2 ° , 123.9 ° ,
126.7 °, and 129.5 ° on the nighttime side. The interpolated values are channel 13 irradiance, channel
14 irradiance, and longwave irradiance, the latter first computed as the difference between the channel
12 and channel 13 irradiances. Since knots on the daylight side of the sunblip interpolation interval are
contaminated by stray light, they are, in general, also biased. An estimate of this bias was made by
comparing observed channel 13, 14, and computed longwave irradiances at a SZA of 99 ° with estimates
of these values obtained from an interpolation across the interval 90 ° to 121 ° SZA. If we assume the
latter value is the "truth", the difference between this value and the observed value at 99 ° SZA is the bias
introduced by solar contamination. This bias was analyzed for six 3-day samples and found to be
consistent throughout the year: A similar analysis of the other three sunblip knots produced progressively
lower biases, but again consistency throughout the year. The average results are shown in Table 9. The
values vary between sunrise and sunset because of the different angle at which sunlight strikes the
instrument.
Table 9. Biases due to solar contamination of WFOV sensors in solar zenith angle
range 90° to 99°.
Solar Zenith
angle of knot
98.9 °
96.1 °
93.3 °
90.6 °
Channel 13 Bias
Sunrise Sunset
3.4 3.0
2.3 2.0
!.1 1.0
0.0 0.0
Channel 14 Bias Longwave Bias
Sunrise Sunset
1.8 2.2
1.2 1.5
0.6 O.7
0.0 0.0
Sunrise Sunset
4.9 2.3
3.3 1.6
! .6 0.8
0.0 0.0
In Figure 18, channel 12 minus channel 11 irradiance differences (normalized by the value of
channel 12) are shown for 20 August 1984 (orbit number 29405) in the SZA range from 90 ° to 110 °.
In this SZA interval, no direct sunlight strikes the receiver and both radiometers register the flux of
terrestrial radiation at satellite altitude. In addition, channel 12, but not 11, records a solar stray light
signal, evident in the figure by the increasing irradiance difference with SZA. At 99 ° of SZA, satellite
observations are taken on descending node at a latitude of about 80°S (the solar declination is near 10°N
in August). Estimates of the stray light flux on the Channel 12 detector are obtained by reading
irradiance differences off the curve (about 6.7 percent), subtracting the mean orbital irradiance
difference (i.e., differences at SZA<90 °, about 1.5 percent), and multiply by channel 12 signal strengths
(about 100 W/m 2 at the TOA), due almost entirely to emitted terrestrial radiation. These values yield
a stray light signal of about 5.2 W/m 2. This value is very comparable to the bias given in Table 9 for
LW radiation at the same SZA, thus supporting the procedures used in computing the fixed biases.
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Figure 18. The channel 12 minus channel 11 difference (normalized by the value of channel
12) is shown for a portion of the orbit where direct sunlight starts to strike the baffles but not
the sensor chips. The data come from orbit number 29,405 which occurred on August 20,
1984. The baffle on channel 1I is black and that on channel 12 is shiny. In this region, the
direct solar signal increases with the subsatell#e solar zenith angle and so does the difference
in the two signals.
6.2 Interpolation Across Sunblip
During implementation, stray light contamination in the 90 ° to 99 ° SZA range is removed first by
application of the fixed bias corrections to the interpolation knots on the daylight side of the sunblip.
Then, interpolation across the sunblip and between the four daytime knots is performed using a moderate
tension factor of 0.6 based on the simulated WFOV/NFOV interpolation studies. The total correction
extends from 90 ° to 121 ° of SZA and all observations within this interval are replaced by interpolated
values. Channel 12 total irradiances within the interpolation interval are reconstructed as the sum of the
modified longwave and channel 13 shortwave irradiances.
7. THERMAL ADJUSTMENTS OF CHANNELS 13 AND 14
The accuracy of the prelaunch WFOV calibration equations in a changing thermal environment is greatest
for the total channels 11 and 12 and least for the filtered channels 13 and 14. The basic difference is that
the filter domes covering channels 13 and 14 apparently induce unanticipated bias fluctuations. These
arise from the nonsteady state satellite environment and were not noticed in the preflight calibration
program. As shown in Appendix B, these bias fluctuations can be modeled as a function of various
sensor and instrument temperatures. The domes may magnify the amplitude and/or the importance of
temperature difference fluctuations across the thermopiles of channels 13 and 14 relative to channels 11
and 12. In addition, channels 13 and 14 receive a background longwave bias signal from the inner dome.
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It is reasonable to assume that the temperature of this dome may vary around the orbit in a manner
similar to the sensor temperature (cf. Figure 22). A third point is that while the domes modify the path
by which longwave radiation is emitted to space, relative to channels 11 and 12, they do not stop this
emittance.
Note that the MAT calibration, Eq.(3), for channels 13 and 14 contains no temperature dependence for
the offset voltage Vo. That this is a serious drawback in the calibration of the filtered channels is
demonstrated in Figure 19 which shows a time series of channel 13 irradiances for descending node
equator crossings over the 3-day period November 27-29, 1979. Because it is nighttime, there is no
shortwave signal in these data and yet instrument readings are not zero. In fact, they are not even
constant, varying by some 12 W/m 2 over the interval. Moreover, these variations are highly correlated
to instrument temperatures as may be seen by comparing the two curves in the figure; the second is a plot
of the channel 2 thermopile base temperature that is considered typical of the thermopile base
temperatures of all the channels. During the first few orbits (there are - 13.9 per day), the thermopile
base temperature rises from about 14°C to approximately 21 °C. This is associated with the warming of
the ERB instrument by its own electronics and motor. Turning the ERB scanner and other experiments
such as the SMMR on and off during the rest of the period perturb the thermopile temperatures. The
increase on November on 28 is most probably due to the SMMR being "on" on November 28 but "off"
on November 27 and 29. Thus, it is evident that both the ERB and SMMR instrument duty cycles have
a strong effect on the channel 13 offset voltage.
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Figure 19. Plot of channel 13 signals at the descending node (night equator crossing) and of
associated channel 2 thermopile base temperatures throughout a typical 3-day ERB on period.
The horizontal scale gives the satellite orbit number with 13.85 orbits per day. At this time in
the orbit the signal should, ideally, be zero; note how it varies inversely with the temperature.
The nonzero signals are caused by thermal gradients in the sensor module. The same
characteristics are shown by all of the thermopile base temperatures. The curves vary
seasonally and from year to year (figure from Kyle et al., 1984).
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Withinanorbit, there is additional forcing associated with the passage of the satellite through a varying
external environment. In the global CAT, we recognize three orbit segments, each having a different
configuration of solar and terrestrial radiation incident upon the instrument.
• Satellite night with only terrestrial thermal radiation incident on the sensors and casings.
Satellite sunrise and sunset with direct sunlight warming the front and back of the instrument,
respectively, and to a lesser extent its Earth-viewing side.
Satellite day with both terrestrial reflected sunlight and thermal radiation incident on the sensors,
but no direct solar radiation.
During the application of thermal adjustments, we consider sources of thermal forcing separately for each
of the three orbit regions. The effects of instrument duty cycles, while not considered individually, are
accounted for in this strategy by quasi-continuous corrections throughout each orbit.
7.1 Satellite Night
Irradiance offsets at night as well as during the day reflect the thermal condition of the instrument and
individual detectors. At a given moment, heating sources inside (instrument workload) and outside
(upwelling terrestrial radiation) the instrument, and prior history determine this thermal state. Although
not easily computed, their effect on the offsets is approximately known based on instrument readings at
night. Analyses show that these readings vary with season, from orbit to orbit, and over an orbit cycle.
The midnight offset correction, so named because it is based on channel readings taken once per orbit
at satellite midnight, accounts for the orbit-to-orbit (chiefly instrument duty cycle effects) and seasonal
component of this variation. These irradiance observations provide direct measurements of the calibration
offset b in Eq.(5) since the measurements should be zero at this orbital phase. Continuous estimates of
the midnight bias component are generated by interpolating the channel readings from midnight to
midnight over an orbit period. This extends the midnight offset correction to the daytime domain.
Additional thermal perturbations are due to variable solar and terrestrial heating within an orbit cycle.
These are largely removed by the shortwave heating (Section 7.2) and daytime offset (Section 7.3)
corrections that are also applied.
7.2 Satellite Sunrise and Sunset
Clipping the sunblip (that portion of the orbit between SZAs of 90 ° and 121 °) removes the direct and
stray light components of solar irradiance from the WFOV measurements. However, even after the
sensors are no longer illuminated by sunlight, solar heating of the instrument and casings continues as
long as these components remain exposed to direct sunlight. Of course, instrument cooling also takes
place and both terms govern the level of internal temperature gradients and the changes in offset
irradiance that actually occur. As an approximate correction scheme, we consider an impulse model in
which incremental gains of absorbed solar radiation in the SZA range from 90 ° to 120 ° produce
independent heating signals in channels 13 and 14. Net response is cumulative, but the separate
exponential decay of each signal amplitude leads to eventual dissipation of the entire solar heating
perturbation. Residual thermal fluctuations within an orbit are assumed to be adequately accounted for
by the day (Section 7.3) and midnight (Section 7.1) offset corrections that are also applied.
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7.2.1 Solar Heating
The instrument is directly heated by the Sun for subsatellite SZAs between 90 and 120 °. The intensity
profile of this heating is similar to the cosine variation of the solar irradiance during sunblip spikes
(Figure 3), but it is modified by the reflectance of ERB channel surfaces and instrument casing. The
solid line in Figure 20 shows laboratory measurements of this heating in a simulated inflight environment.
The curve is normalized by the value at SZA = 120 ° where the maximum heating occurs. The important
effects take place between SZAs of 100 ° and 120 ° with maximum heating at 120 °. Beyond 120 °, the
satellite is in the Earth's shadow and no shortwave heating can occur. For angles less than 90 °, the
satellite shields the sensors and again no direct solar heating is possible. Daytime heating by terrestrial
reflected radiation (SZA<90 °) is considered separately in section 7.3. Due to uncertainties in the
laboratory data (reflectance and angular geometry) the shape of the solid curve in Figure 20 is only
approximate. Thus, the triangular heating function represented by the solid line between 120 ° and 100 °
and its extension to 98 ° (dashed) is adopted for the global CAT. The maximum heating strength at an
incident angle of 60 ° (SZA = 120 °) is different for each of the channels and varies according to whether
it is sunrise or sunset. Thus, we define a channel and orbitally dependent amplitude factor, A, which
when applied to the solar co.nstant and modulated by the Earth-Sun distance, yields the maximum
instantaneous solar heating contamination. In terms of A and the triangular response function, F
(normalized to unit amplitude), the sensor solar heating response is expressed as
H_a _ = A.I -F
(8)
where I_ is the solar constant adjusted for Earth-Sun distance, and F is non-zero only over incident
angles from 60 ° to 82 ° .
The channel amplitudes (A) required for evaluation of Eq.(8) as a function of SZA were determined by
analyses of empirical data for the solstice months of December 1982 and June 1983. A value of
0.002050 zeroed the channel 13 sunset irradiance at 135 ° of SZA in both months with all other
calibration corrections applied. A similar result was obtained for channel 14 using an amplitude of
0.001100. At sunrise, both channel amplitudes are reduced by a unique factor which varies sinusoidally
between extreme values of 0.56 in December to 0.43 in June. This seasonal component in the sunrise
amplitudes was inferred by analyses of the same empirical data, namely the months of December 1982
and June 1983.
7.2.2 Thermal Cooling
The sensor response generated by each increment of absorbed solar radiation decays according to the
exponential model
Hcoolm ee exp(-T) (9)
where t is time and T is the time decay length. The time delay constant in Eq.(9) was estimated by
laboratory tests to be 20 major frames (320 seconds) for Channel 13 and 30 major frames (480 seconds)
for Channel 14. Note that according to the impulse model of heating and decay that we have adopted,
increments of shortwave heating dissipate independently. Thus, at sunset where the greatest solar heating
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impulse is also the last, the channel response persists for a longer period (after cutoff of direct solar
heating) than at sunrise.
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Figure 20. The Earth-viewing face of the ERB instrument is heated by direct
sunlight only at satellite sunrise and sunset. At sunset, direct sunlight starts
to strike this face as the solar zenith angle (SZA) increases past 90 °. At an
angle of 120 °, the satellite enters the Earth's shadow thus terminating the
direct solar heating. A reverse path is followed at satellite sunrise. The
direct solar heating function is approximately triangular as shown normalized
to unit amplitude.
7.2.3 Convolution
The elements of forcing and decay are combined to produce the resultant instantaneous shortwave heating
estimate. Since they are cumulative, the net heating at a time t is given by
Jo [:lH ,_atm(t) = A'I_m" F(t')'exp - -dt' (10)
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where the variable of integration, t', may be referenced to zero at the time of launch. Figure 21 shows
the magnitude of the shortwave heating response on 29 July 1992 as a function of SZA for one orbit cycle
(orbit number 69498). Notice that at sunrise, the peak channel response, = 8 W/m 2, occurs at about 105 °
of SZA, before the satellite exits the domain of direct solar heating. At sunset, the maximum heating
perturbation is larger than at sunrise, = 23 W/m 2, and it is cutoff as the satellite enters the Earth's
shadow. The shortwave heating correction, as implemented during calibration adjustment, is simply the
negative of the channel response developed here.
7.3 Satellite Day
The shortwave heating correction of Section 7.2.3 accounts for the intensive heating of the ERB
instrument and detectors under direct solar illumination near satellite sunrise and sunset. Additional more
subtle shortwave heating and instrument cooling occur along the length of the orbital path due to variable
terrestrial and solar shortwave heating of the ERB instrument and Nimbus observatory. Temperature
monitors (TMs) near channel 13 show an orbital fluctuation of the temperatures of about 1.5°C from
satellite night to satellite day. This is illustrated in Figure 22a where the temperatures from sensors in
and near channel 13 are plotted for a typical orbit. Note in Figure 22a that the inside of the assembly
block is always wanner than the outside. Thus, the warm instrument box is always losing heat to space
by radiative cooling. Most of this heat comes from the electronic components and motors on the satellite.
The external wanning by radiation from the Sun and the Earth merely modifies the rate of net energy
loss. This modification can have important effects on channel 13 as we have shown in Section 7.2. The
temperature changes at sunrise and sunset are relatively small despite the rather large bias changes. Thus,
curiously, the TMs close to channel 13 do not seem well correlated with the strongest observed sensor
bias changes.
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Figure 21. Calculated changes in the Channel 13 signal due solely to direct solar heating at
satellite sunrise and sunset. This particular graph was based on data from orbit no. 69,498
which occurred on July 29, 1992.
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However, a few surface TMs do show dramatic intraorbit variations. Figure '22b shows the temperature
curve for the TM at the channel 12 FOV stop for an orbit near the June 1988 solstice. Here temperature
is plotted against latitude to allow comparison with the calculated bias corrections shown in Figures 23b
and 24b. The numbers on the curve show the solar zenith angle (SZA) at that position. Note the over
12°C temperature rise at both satellite sunrise (near South Pole) and sunset. Recall that the satellite exits
(enters) the Earth's shadow at SZA = 120 °. This TM cools about 20°C from satellite sunset to sunrise.
After the sunrise heating, cooling occurs in the morning followed by gentle heating in the afternoon.
Figure 22b should be inverted for best comparison with Figures 23b and 24b since a temperature increase
corresponds to a decrease in the bias correction. We are not certain just what physical mechanism causes
the strong correlation between some fairly remote surface TMs and the channel 13 bias. We hypothesize
that the channel 13 window domes may be at least partially involved. The outer dome may have a
temperature curve related to that in Figure 22b, with the inner dome showing a subdued copy. Insulation
was used to reduce conduction between the domes and the sensor case, but the outer dome could be
heated both by direct shortwave radiation and by longwave radiation from heated instrument surfaces.
While the domes were originally highly transparent to shortwave radiation, at least the outer dome has
suffered considerable darkening over time (Figures 5c and 14). In this theory, alternate radiant heating
and cooling of the outer and inner domes would cause a modulated temperature imbalance between the
sensor chip and the inner dome. This might produce most of the intraorbit biases observed in both
channels 13 and 14. A modulation due to variations in the incident terrestrial longwave signal has been
definitely identified (Sections 3.1.5 and 8). Direct and indirect heating due to shortwave radiation and
longwave cooling to cold space probably create even larger modulations. This remains a conjecture since
our studies have concentrated on developing empirical bias corrections and not on exact modeling of the
physical behavior of the sensor package.
The global CAT daytime thermal correction is determined as a half monthly global mean value. It is a
bias remainder after the other four short-term bias corrections have been made on an orbit-by-orbit basis.
These first four are: sunblip clipping, midnight bias, SW sunrise and sunset, and LW heating as
described, respectively, in Sections 6, 7.1, 7.2, and 8. Figure 10c shows that, except for a daytime bias,
all global CAT calibration offsets (i.e. the components of b in Equation 5) are applied in deriving
DELMAT data. Differences of these DELMAT data (corrected for sensor degradation) with actual
satellite altitude irradiances are used, therefore, to specify the effects of daytime shortwave heating and
any other offsets that may be present in daytime data.
The computation of the daytime correction starts with an estimate of the "true" mean global SW radiation
SW r = Chl2(AN) - Chl2(DN) - tS(LW) (11)
This true value is then compared with a similar expression for the channel 13 measurements. The
components of Eq.(11) are half-monthly, global average irradiances for ascending and descending nodes.
Calibration corrections are applied to the channel 12 data (See Appendix C), and the ascending-
descending node LW irradiance difference (tS(LW), determined from scanner data) is also removed. The
channel 13 comparison values are corrected for the other short-term perturbations. The details of the
calculation are given in Figure 10d and Appendix C.
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Figure 22a. Typical orbital temperature signatures for temperature monitors (TMs) in and near
the channel 13 sensor module. Cooling during the satellite night and heating during the
satellite day account for the major temperature variations. Note that the inside of the
instrument box is about 1 °C warmer than the outside. Only small temperature perturbations
occur at satellite sunset (hump at far left) and sunrise (at center and insert). This figure is
taken from Maschhoff et al. (1984).
7.4 Validation Using Thermal Models
Figures 14 and 16 illustrate time series of the ratio of channel 13 and 14 irradiances to those of the stable
channel 12, respectively, based on half-monthly averages of the data. The curves with pluses were
produced by first removing the continuous bias corrections generated by the climatological thermal CAT;
the thermal CAT is described in Appendix B. As can be seen, most short-term variability in the
uncorrected irradiance ratios (triangles) is removed by the thermal CAT. Thus, for averaged data, the
thermal CAT generates a much improved WFOV irradiance data set. It is not used for definitive
calibration bias adjustments, however, because being based on regression results, it is dependent on the
instrument operating schedule which has been variable over the lifetime of the experiment. Nevertheless,
we used the average results of the thermal CAT as a means of validating the global CAT.
The thermal and global CATs are in qualitative agreement, but they do exhibit some significant ascending
node differences. The global CAT uses half-monthly averages to compute the daytime offset correction
(to the midnight) offset while the thermal CAT calculates the offset for each measurement. Typical
solstice and equinox thermal CAT channel 13 orbital bias offsets are shown in Figure 23. Global CAT
offsets for the same period are shown in Figure 24. The global CAT orbital offsets are characterized by
nearly constant (flat) ascending-node and descending-node offsets connected by the sunrise (near South
Pole) and sunset (near North Pole) shortwave heating perturbations. The thermal CAT offset varies
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continuously throughout the orbit. The best agreement between the two orbital offset models occurs at
the winter solstice. While the actual AN and DN offsets are not constant, the thermal CAT estimates of
these offsets may be no more accurate than those of the global CAT.
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Figure 22b. Temperature variations at the channel 12 field-of-view stop during orbit near the
1988 summer solstice. The temperature is plotted against latitude to allow comparison with
Figures 23 and 24. The numbers on the curve indicate the solar zenith angle at these orbit
positions. This is one of the temperatures used in the thermal CAT (see Appendix C).
To examine this question, a study was performed using the independent ERB scanner data as a "truth
field." Six days in June 1979 and six days in December 1979 were chosen and both global and thermal
CAT calibrations were applied to the WFOV MAT data. Degradation of the WFOV channels 12 and 13,
in addition to offset corrections, were also taken into account. Comparison was then made between the
fine resolution NFOV data and the coarse resolution WFOV global and thermal CAT longwave fluxes.
During daylight the WFOV longwave irradiance is given by
ILw -- I (Ch 12) - I (Chl3) (12)
Thus both channels 12 and 13 are involved in the OLR measurements. The corresponding NFOV
Iongwave AN fluxes were averaged over each six-day period.
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Figure 23a. Typical channel 13 intraorbital bias variations as calculated by the thermal CAT
method for the winter solstice.
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Figure 23b. Thermal CAT for the summer solstice.
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Figure 24a. Typical channel 13 infraorbital bias variations as calculated by global CAT metho
d for the winter solstice.
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Figure 24b. Global CAT for the summer solstice.
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All data were prepared in the normal way (Jacobowitz, et al., 1984a) and TOA averages were displayed
on the ERB world grid which divides the Earth's surface into 2070 approximately equal regions. Each
region or target area is -500 km by 500 km. The average NFOV footprint is about 150 km by 150 km
while the WFOV views the whole visible disk. However, the cosine-like response of the WFOV flat
plate sensor makes the sensor most sensitive to radiation within a circle 1,200-km in radius, centered at
the subsatellite point. Thus, the WFOV measurements produce a flux field smoothed over a cluster of
target areas while the NFOV samples each target area separately.
At the top of the atmosphere, comparisons of the standard deviation of the difference between WFOV
and NFOV datasets were made for the global and thermal CATs. This yields an estimate of total error.
Recognizing that the total error is composed of calibration (in both the NFOV and WFOV) and sampling
(for the WFOV in a 500-km 2 grid) errors, it is appropriate to try to arrive at estimates of the calibration
errors as a residual, given the total and sampling errors. The sampling errors were obtained between the
NFOV and pseudo-WFOV fields, where the latter were obtained synthetically by "flying" a simulated
Nimbus-7 ERB experiment over an Earth composed of the NFOV target area data, thereby eliminating
calibration errors.
If all sources of error are uncorrelated, the total error variances is simply the sum of the individual error
variances, or
o_ (Total) = _ tr_ (13)
i_l
Neglecting any source of error other than sampling and filtered-channel calibration (such as total-channel
or NFOV calibration errors), N = 2 and
o_ (Total) -- o_ (Calibration) + o_ (Sampling) (14)
The WFOV data were compared both in their archived (MATRIX tape) format and in a higher resolution,
deconvolved format. The deconvolution of the WFOV world grid data yields a somewhat higher spatial
resolution product. The procedure is described in Ardanuy and Kyle (1986) and Ardanuy, et al. (1987).
The results of the study are shown in Table 10; the thermal model produces a lower calibration error for
June than the global model. For December, the global model is more accurate in replicating the NFOV
dataset. (It is implicitly assumed that the NFOV data are correctly calibrated to within an offset.)
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Table 10. Root mean square differences of global and thermal CAT WFOV irradiances relative to NFOV
reference data.
Month
Calibration
Adjustment
Technique
Sensitivity Correction
Channel
12 SW
Channel
12 LW
Channel
13
1.023
Archived
Product
Difference
(W/m 2)
June Thermal 1.002 1.022 1.019
June Global 1.002 1.022 1.019 15.0
December Thermal 1.003 1.023 1.031 14.3
December Global 1.003 1.031 14.4
Total
14.8
Deconvolved Product Difference
(W/m 2)
Total
13.7
14.0
12.7
12.4
Sampling Calibration
11.8 6.9
11.8 7.6
10.8 6.7
10.8 6.2
This study indicates that the global and thermal CAT's are about equally accurate. However, the global
CAT is more stable and easier to use for production purposes. The thermal CAT requires careful quality
control of all the required temperature measurements. And, while the thermal CAT is stable for any
given operating schedule it must be re-evaluated and adjusted whenever the operating schedule changes.
The operating schedule has changed a number of times since data collection started. Different operational
configurations which would effect the thermal CAT include: scanner operating/scanner not operating;
scan head temperature control on/scan head temperature control off; ERB 3-day-on and 1-day-off/ERB
on full-time. During the first year, a number of special modes occurred including one period when the
scanner was on for two-thirds of the orbit but off the other third. The apparent equal accuracy of the two
schemes coupled with the additional effort and care required to use the thermal CAT led the ERB
Experiment Team to adopt the global CAT.
8. LONGWAVE DOME HEATING CORRECTION IN CHANNELS 13 AND 14
An empirical examination of the Nimbus ERB data indicates that the time delayed, terrestrial longwave
heating error in channel 13 at night (see Section 3.1.5) can be adequately removed by the simple
algorithm
HLW h_,t_g(t) -- k'HLw(t-t l) (15)
is the induced shortwave signal due to LW dome heating, HEw is LW irradiance atwhere nLw hea_g
satellite altitude, k is a constant of proportionality, t is time, and t_ is lag time interval (Kyle et al., 1984).
Analysis of eight 3-day datasets spaced throughout the first 20 data months of the Nimbus-7 ERB gave
values of k = 0.04 and tj = 336 s (21 major frames). The use of a more sophisticated correction
algorithm does not appear warranted because of the other sources of error in the calibration and data
analysis system. This correction becomes important only during the satellite day when the shortwave
signal is none zero.
Channel 14 has a red glass dome between the two quartz domes, and this decreases the transmitted
longwave signal and lengthens the decay time. Maschhoff et al. (1984) found that the channel 14
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responseto impulselongwaveheatingpeakedabout10minutesafterthestartof theheatingpulseand
fell to half thepeakvalueabout23minutesafterthestartof thepulse. Further,thechannel14peak
responseto agivenimpulsewasonly30percentof thechannel13response.Analysisof theflight data
foundnosignificantcorrelationbetweenthechannel12andchannel14signals.Thelongwaveheating
effectonchannel14is thussosmallandsmooththatmakinga separatecorrectionis notworthwhile.
9. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
9.1 Calibration Conclusions
The Nimbus-7 ERB WFOV Earth-viewing channels 12, 13, and 14 have been characterized in their
satellite environment by accounting for sources of variation in the space data not considered in the
prelaunch calibration equations. That is, calibration adjustments for the effects of: (1) extraterrestrial
radiation incident on the detectors, (2) long-term degradation of the sensors, and (3) thermal perturbations
within the ERB instrument have been derived and applied to the satellite observations. The first item is
important in all the channels, the second mainly in channels 13 and 14, and third only in channels 13 and
14. The Sun is used as a stable calibration source to monitor the long-term degradation of the various
channels. Channel 12, which is reasonably stable both to thermal perturbations and sensor degradation,
is used as a reference and calibration transfer agent for the drifting sensitivities of the filtered channels
13 and 14. The result is a stable ERB dataset spanning 9 years (November 1978 to October 1987).
The principal difference between channels 13 and 14 and channel 12 lies in the filter domes covering
former. These domes slow the flow of thermal radiation to and from the sensors and apparently amplify
the thermal perturbations in these filtered channels. In addition, most of the long-term degradation in
channels 13 and 14 is attributable to the gradual transmissivity loss of the domes. Thermal-induced
perturbations in channel 12 (0.2 to over 50 _m) are of the order of fractions of a percent and normally
below 1 W/m2; thus, they are ignored as too small to accurately quantify. Long-term degradation of
channel 12 is also small, in this case on the order of 1 or 2 percent. Thermal perturbations in the
shortwave (0.2 to 3.8 _m) channel 13 are normally several percent (6 to 12 W/m 2) with sensor
degradation reaching 16 percent by the fall of 1987. For the near infrared (0.7 to 2.8/_m) channel 14,
thermal perturbations are between 1 and 4 percent (0.5 to 4 W/m 2) and cumulative sensor degradation
is 8.5 percent by the fall of 1987.
Two independent algorithms were developed to correct for the in-orbit thermal perturbations in channels
13 and 14. These were the global CAT, which uses channel 12 as a calibration transfer agent, and the
thermal CAT. The latter is an empirical algorithm which models thermal perturbations in channels 13
and 14 using temperature readings from several temperature monitors (TM's) in the ERB instrument
package. Tests indicated that the overall accuracy of the global and thermal CAT's are equivalent, but
the global CAT is easier to use. The global CAT was selected, therefore, for implementing the multi-
year production program.
The ERB Science Team considers the global CAT algorithm optimal in that it would require a major
effort to produce even a marginally better one. This is not to say that the algorithm is perfect. Direct
sunlight contaminates the WFOV measurements during sunrise and sunset of every orbit between 90 ° and
121 o of SZA. From 102 ° and 120 ° of SZA, the direct sunlight Signal becomes large (cf. Figure 3). In
the global CAT, a scattered sunlight correction is made from 90 ° to 99 ° of SZA permitting the
interpolation of Earth flux values across the interval from 99 ° to 121 ° of SZA. While midpoint bias
errors are less than 1 W/m 2 in the mean, the midpoint standard deviation is on the order of 5 to 6 W/m 2
(cf. Table 8). The purpose of this interpolation is to furnish outgoing longwave flux estimates for the
time and space averages and for use in the dome heat correction in channel 13. The interpolation regions
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lie in mostcasesat latitudesgreaterthan40°. Largesunrise and sunset solar heating perturbations in
channel 13 also occur at high latitudes. The global CAT corrections for shortwave heating improve the
original (MAT) calibration but an uncertainty of a few watts per meter squared still remains in the data
(cf. Figures 23 and 24). In general, therefore, the global CAT calibration has a greater uncertainty at
high latitudes than at medium and low latitudes. Qualitative evidence indicates that the transmission loss
in the shortwave channel 13 is considerably larger in the ultraviolet than in the near infrared. Only a
mean sensitivity (transmissivity) correction is made in the global CAT. No way was found to develop
a wavelength dependent correction. An unknown, spurious element is thus introduced to monitored year-
to-year regional ERB changes. Overall, however, the global CAT algorithm produces a dataset with a
good multiyear calibration stability.
The long-term stability of the 9-year Nimbus-7 ERB dataset is indicated in Table 11. This table is taken
from Ardanuy et al. (1992) and considers the time- and space-averaged products on the ERB MATRIX
summai'y tape (EMST), the ERB solar measurements (Hoyt et al., 1992), and surface temperature
variations from Hansen and Lebedeff (1987, 1988). Ardanuy et al. emphasize that physical year-to-year
variations are being observed in the listed quantities. From 1980 to 1987, a downward drift of about
1 W/m 2 (0.4%) occurs in the OLR. This is thought to be due to calibration difficulties.
Table 11. The observed range of variation of radiation budget and related geophysical variables on annual,
global scales (Ardanuy et al., 1992).
Parameter Observed Range of Variation From Mean
Outgoing Longwave Radiation t +0.4 Wm -2 [-1-0.2%]
Absorbed Shortwave Radiation 1 +0.6 Wm 2 [-t-0.2%]
Net Radiation ) +0.5 Wm 2
Solar Constant 2 43.7 to +1.3 Wm -2 [-0.05 to +0.1%]
Surface Temperature 3 +0.1 °
[The bracketed values are relative quantities; all other figures are absolute quantities.]
_9-year period, 1979 to 1987
213 years, 1979 to 1991
312 years, 1979 to 1990
Superimposed on this trend are year-to-year variations of +0.5 W/m 2 or less. When the OLR trend is
removed, the year-to-year variations have a correlation of 0.97 with the annual global temperature
variations. The OLR entry in Table 11 refers to the detrended OLR. The absorbed shortwave radiation
does not show a long-term trend. This of course results in a slight increase in the net radiation in the
latter years of the dataset. As described in Section 5, the LW and SW sensitivities of channel 12 are
monitored by separate procedures. The shortwave uses the Sun as a calibration source, and during the
period in question, the mean annual solar constant was stable to +0.075 percent. The longwave method
assumed that long-term trends were instrument-related and should be removed. However, the long-term
trend was estimated in a piecewise fashion. The LW procedure is potentially less accurate than the
shortwave method.
An error analysis of the time- and space-averaged products in Table 11 would have to consider both
calibration and time and space averaging problems. On a regional, monthly basis, time- and space-
averaging problems can, at times, be dominant. The global mean longwave radiation is known to vary
diurnally by between 5 and 10 W/m 2. Thus, a Sun-synchronous satellite whose equator crossing time
6O
drifted over the years, the NOAA-9 for instance, might well introduce a spurious long-term trend into
the measured longwave. However, the Nimbus-7 equator crossing time varied no more than 15 minutes
during its first 9 years. Thus, on a global-annual basis, calibration difficulties should dominate for the
Nimbus-7 dataset. This is particularly true when long-term stability is considered.
9.2 Discussion
The 9-year Nimbus-7 ERB dataset would become even more useful if it could be combined with previous
and follow-on measurement sets to examine even longer term climate variations. A few studies have tried
to do this. Ten years of combined Nimbus-6 and -7 ERB data have been analyzed by Bess et al. (1992)
and Smith et al. (1990). Also, Minnis et al. (1993) used some Nimbus-6 and -7 data in conjunction with
ERBE data (Barkstrom et al., 1989) in a recent study. However, as discussed by Kyle et al. (1990a,
1993a), considerable care should be taken when using combined datasets.
Earth radiation budget measurements are made instantaneously at the satellite. Calibration procedures
are used to maintain the stability of the sensors over the lifetime of the experiment. However, the
published end products normally consist of time- and space-averaged values at the top of the atmosphere.
Besides the calibration, these products have been processed through inversion (Smith et al., 1986)
algorithms. In addition, the regional and, to some extent, the global results are influenced by the time
and space sampling patterns, rates, and averaging algorithms as well as by the size of the sensor field-of-
view (FOV) on the Earth (Barkstrom and Smith, 1986; Brooks et al., 1987; Ardanuy et al., 1987). Thus,
scanners with a nadir FOV of from 40 to 100 km across give much more regional detail than do WFOV
whose effective footprints range from 1,200 to 1,600 km across. All of the factors from calibration to
FOV tend to vary when two independent Earth radiation budget datasets are compared.
Global, annual averages from several existing Nimbus-6, -7, and ERBE datasets are listed in Table 12.
Two versions of the Nimbus-6 ERB data are shown while six Nimbus-7 ERB versions (four WFOV and
two NFOV) are represented. These differ in calibration procedures and often other processing algorithms
differ also. Only one ERBE dataset is referenced but numerous others exist. In the ERBE experiment,
identical instrument packages flew on three satellites: the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS), and
the NOAA-9 and NOAA-10 polar orbiting weather satellites. Each package contained scanner (NFOV),
medium-field-of-view (MFOV), and WFOV sensors. Potentially datasets could be derived from each type
of sensor on each satellite plus combinations of the three satellites using a particular type of sensor (see
for instance Table A2 in Kyle et al., 1993a). The combined (ERBS/NOAA-9) scanner data are shown
in Table 12. Comparison of the observed year-to-year variations in Table 11 with the different dataset
results in Table 12 shows that mixing datasets can easily confuse the interannual signal which can be
found in a single consistent dataset. For instance, note in Table 12 the three Nimbus-7 WFOV versions
listed for the year (June 1979 to May 1980). A range of 2.4 W/m 2 appears in the three OLR means.
But between 1979 and 1987, the annual global mean shows only a range of 1.38 W/m 2 (see Table 1 in
Ardanuy et al., 1992). The observed range includes a part of the approximately 1 W/m 2 decrease
assumed to be due to uncorrected sensor degradation. Thus the true range is probably closer to 1 W/m 2.
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Each of the listed datasets assumed the Sun had a constant luminosity when calculating the albedo.
However, each experiment chose a solar constant measured during the e_xperiment. The solar constant
is the mean solar irradiance just outside the Earth's atmosphere. The chosen values are listed in
column 2. Jacobowitz et al. (1984b) reviewed the first year (November 1978 to October 1980) of
initially processed Nimbus-7 data. Note, in the last column, the 12.5 W/m 2 difference in the WFOV and
NFOV annual net radiation. This was a clear sign that various algorithm and calibration problems
existed. Just below, the reprocessed (MATRIX) WFOV and (MLCE) NFOV mean net radiations now
agree to within 2.9 W/m 2. For the year (February 1985 to January 1986), the net radiation values listed
for the Nimbus-7 WFOV and ERBE (N9ERBS) scanner (NFOV) agree to within 0.12 W/m 2. The
significance of this close agreement is somewhat spoiled by the fact that both values are over 5 W/m s
away from the presumed, theoretical value of zero. Barkstrom et al. (1989) use this difference from zero
as one method of evaluating the mean error in the ERBE dataset.
Kyle et al. (1990a) compared the Nimbus-7 and ERBE datasets in some detail. Table 13 summarizes the
results of the comparison of simultaneous Nimbus-7 and ERBS WFOV measurements at orbit crossing
points. Both measurements are transformed to the top of the atmosphere (TOA) to allow the comparisons
to be made. For consistency in the study, the same procedures were used to transform both the ERBS
and Nimbus-7 measurements to the TOA. These results are listed under the heading "Calc". In the
ERBE dataset, a somewhat more sophisticated inversion procedure was used which they labeled WS
(WFOV shape factor). The results were essentially the same for both TOA ERBS values. The Nimbus-7
altitude was 950 km while that of the ERBS was about 610 kin. Thus, the Nimbus-7 WFOV footprint
was larger and this contributes to the size of the standard deviations in the measurements. Recall that
there are shortwave (SW; 0.2 to 4 #m) and total (0.2 to over 50 _m) WFOV sensors. During satellite
night the longwave (LW) radiation is measured by the total channel. During daylight
LW = Total - SW
The study indicated that the Nimbus-7 SW channel was in the mean reading 2.5 percent higher than the
ERBS sensor but the difference was about 2 percent in April and October and about 3 percent or higher
in July and November. The Nimbus-7 LW averaged about 0.6 percent less than the ERBS value with
the difference larger in July and November than in April and October. The Nimbus-7 total channel read
about 1.2 percent higher during the day but -0.8 percent lower at night than did the ERBS sensor. Again
the differences were larger in July and November than in April and October.
The diurnal differences in the WFOV total channels is intriguing. As indicated in Section 3.2, the
Nimbus-7 total channel intra-orbit thermal perturbations are thought to be of the order of 0 to 0.3 percent
and were ignored because they were not well characterized. Studies by House (1989) and Green et al.
(1990) found apparent intra-orbit perturbations in the ERBS and NOAA-9 WFOV LW and SW signals.
Again no correction was made. Thus, it is possible that different thermal perturbation patterns caused
some or all of the observed diurnal differences. It is also possible that the apparent diurnal variation may
arise chiefly from differences in the Iongwave and shortwave calibrations of the two total channels. Note
in Table 13 that the diurnal variation in the Iongwave difference is only 0.4 percent, but that in the
daytime the Nimbus-7 shortwave values are 2.5 percent higher than those of the ERBS. Kyle et al.
(1990a) compared the ERBS/NOAA-9 scanner and WFOV time- and space-averaged products for the
months of April, July, and October 1985 and January 1986. In the global mean, the longwave products
agreed to within 0.2 percent. But, the WFOV albedo was 3.24 percent less than the scanner result. This
reinforces our hypothesis that longwave and shortwave calibration differences account for most of the
diurnal variation in the total channel difference shown in Table 13.
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Table 13. Top of the atmosphere comparison of ERBS and Nimbus-7 wide-field-of-view
sensors
Total
LW (AN)
Calc ERBE
(WS)
SW (AN)
Calc ERBE
(WS)
AN DN
Calc ERBE Calc ERBE
(WS) (WS)
4-Month Average (November 1984 and April, July, and October 1985)
Difference,
W/m 2
-1.2
Percent
Difference
-1.1 7.9
o, W/m 2 3.3 3.3 2.0
-0.5 -0.4 2.6
7.4 6.7 6.3 -2.0 -2.1
3.9 0.8 0.5
1.2 -0.8 -0.8
Monthly averaged differences with Nimbus-7 (N7-ERBS). The mean difference is removed
before the monthly root mean square difference, o, is calculated. Table taken from Kyle et
al., 1990a.
The final TOA LW and SW Nimbus-7 and combined (NOAA-9/ERBS) products are compared for the
months of April and July 1985 in Table 14 which is taken from Kyle et al. (1990a). Here calibration,
sampling patterns, inversion, and time and space averaging differences are all involved, but fortunately
some of the various differences tend to cancel. The (N9ERBS) scanner products are compared with the
Nimbus-7 WFOV values in column 2 and with the (N9ERBS) WFOV values in column 4. In terms of
bias, the scanner LW agrees about equally well with the two WFOV LW products but the scanner SW
shows a slightly better agreement with Nimbus-7 WFOV SW product. In terms of RMS differences, the
NOAA-9/ERBS WFOV longwave does a little better than the Nimbus-7 product. But, this may be partly
due to the smaller ERBE WFOV footprints which yield a little better spatial resolution. When the
shortwave RMS differences are examined, the ERBE WFOV products are no better than those from the
Nimbus-7. The Nimbus-7 and (N9ERBS) WFOV values are compared in column 3. As expected, the
RMS differences are considerably reduced compared to the WFOV/scanner comparisons because both
WFOV footprints are large. Also note that longwave RMS differences are only about half the shortwave
values. Both Tables 13 and 14 show that the Nimbus-7 and ERBE products agree better in the longwave
than in the shortwave. The RMS differences indicate that regionally the WFOV products agree better
than a WFOV/scanner mixture.
The Nimbus-7 measurements started in November 1978 while the ERBS WFOV measurements run from
November 1984 through at least June 1993. This is a period of 14.5 years. But care should be observed
in trying to combine the two datasets. The Nimbus-7 is in a Sun-synchronous, near-polar orbit, while
the ERBS' orbit is inclined at 57 ° to the Earth's equator. The ERBS WFOV products are normally only
studied up to 40 ° to 50 ° latitude so that the high latitude regions are missing. The NOAA-9 and
NOAA-10 scanner products are of considerably shorter duration while most of the NOAA-9 and -10
WFOV measurements have not been carefully examined and discussed.
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Table 14. Comparison of root mean square (RMS) and bias differences for N7 ERB
WFOV, N9 ERBS scanner, and N9 ERBS WFOV for April and July 1985 (Kyle et
al., 1990a).
N7 WFOV- N7WFOV-N9 N9ERBS
Scanner ERBS WFOV Scanner-WFOV
Longwave (W/m 2)
April 1985
Bias -1.65 -0.08 + 1.56
RMS (with bias) 10.12 3.55 9.51
RMS (without bias) 9.98 3.55 9.36
July 1985
Bias -0.03 0.10 0.13
RMS (with bias) 10.30 3.98 9.74
RMS (without bias) 10.30 3.97 9.74
Shortwave (W/m 2)
April 1985
Bias 1.2 3.61 2.41
RMS (with bias) 14.68 9.4 14.74
RMS (without bias) 14.63 8.63 14.55
July 1985
Bias 0.63 3.8 3.17
RMS (with bias) 13.88 8.46 14.59
RMS (without bias) 13.87 7.56 14.25
Units are watts per square meter. Bias and RMS differences are given for +60 °
latitude region only. The WFOV results were interpolated to the scanner 2.5 °
latitude times 2.5 ° longitude global grid system before regional differences were
taken.
The Nimbus-7 WFOV measurements extend through December 1992, but they have only been calibrated
through October 1987 due to a shortage of resources. We recommend calibrating and releasing to the
public the last 5 years of Nimbus ERB measurements. As discussed in Kyle et al. (1993a), the first 9
years of the ERB products have proven very stable and also scientifically useful and important.
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APPENDIX A
WFOV SENSITIVITY FROM OBSERVATIONS OF THE SUN
Recent analysis of the Nimbus-7 solar data indicates that the mean annual solar irradiance varied over a
range of 0.15 percent between 1979 and 1987. In the period 1979 to 1984, day-to-day variations could
amount to +0.15 percent with extreme values of +0.25 percent. The Sun was considerably quieter in
the period 1985 to 1987 (Hoyt et al., 1992). Thus, to about +0.1 to +0.15 percent accuracy, the Sun
is a constant source of shortwave radiation and the possibility of using an assumed constant Sun as a
calibration reference source for the ERB WFOV radiometers depends, in part, on the magnitude of the
sensitivity changes that occur in these channels. To address this question, we refer to the results of the
WFOV time series analyses presented in Section 5 treating the MAT irradiance data. Assuming actual
trends in ERB fluxes are small, these studies reveal cumulative sensitivity changes of about 1 to 2 percent
in channel 12, 14 to 16 percent in channel 13, and 7 to 8.5 percent for channel 14 over the 9 years of
processed data. Since these observed changes are large compared to fluctuations in the solar constant,
the Sun indeed represents a suitable calibration source for the WFOV channels, especially on time scale
of years or half-years.
During normal operation, the WFOV channels face the nadir direction and the unencumbered ring of
space visible in every measurement spans an angular distance of only about 0.1 ° In comparison, the
solar disk subtends a nadir angle of 0.5 °, roughly five times the width of the space ring. As a result,
a variable and uncertain fraction, but never the total solar irradiance, strikes the detector during brief
moments at satellite sunrise and sunset when the Sun actually enters the sensor FOV of space. To obtain
a better and prolonged view of the Sun, the Nimbus-7 satellite is periodically tilted off nadir by some 2 °
to 3 ° , either toward (pitch-up) or away from (pitch-down) the direction of the satellite velocity vector.
These scheduled events, which we refer to as "pitch" maneuvers, normally take place every twenty-four
days and last for periods of about 10 minutes centered on a sunblip event. In the pitched satellite
configuration, the full solar disk fits within the detector's unencumbered view of space and, once within,
the Sun remains fully visible for about 42 seconds, or roughly ten 4-second WFOV observations. A large
part of the detector FOV also views the Earth and the total channel response consists of radiation from
both the Sun and the Earth.
Figure A1 shows a sequence of 4-second channel 12 observations associated with the passage of the Sun
across the radiometer FOV of space during a satellite pitch-up event (12 July 1988). Time is measured
relative to the first observation of the series. Pitch-ups are performed at sunrise, during satellite egression
from the Earth's shadow, when the Sun is positioned ahead of the spacecraft. This occurs in the Southern
Hemisphere and usually within 20 ° of the South Pole. Notice the relatively flat background signal (about
100 W/m -2) at the start of the data sequence. Neglecting any thermal forcing of the detector signal, an
assumption that is most suitable to the total channels 11 and 12, this segment of the curve represents the
sensor response to terrestrial radiation alone. In particular, neither direct nor stray sunlight can strike
the sensor at this time because both the receiver and baffle are hidden in darkness.
As the spacecraft approaches satellite sunrise, the faint signals of solar radiation refracted and scattered
by the atmosphere out of the Earth's geometrical shadow are the first shortwave observations recorded.
This twilight radiation quickly strengthens over a period of five or six measurements (about 20 seconds)
until finally, at the shadow's edge, the solar disk becomes visible. Within two more observations it is
fully exposed. An approximately linear decrease in detect response now follows that lasts for some 10
to 12 observations. This is the region of interest for calibration deterrnination as the reference source,
the full solar disk, now illuminates the detector. Although the total response appears to decrease linearly
in this region, this is only because of the small range of angles that is considered. In fact, all of the
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Figure A1. Channel I2 solar observations during a satellite calibration, "pitch-up" event at
satellite sunrise on July I2, 1988. The time is calculated from the beginning of the event. At
the top of the curve, the sensor views the unobstructed solar disk at about a 60 ° angle for
approximately ten 4-second measurement periods. "
WFOV channels have angular response functions that are similar to that of a flat-plate detector (cf.
Figure 4) with departures from a cosine function being due to the out-of-field response added by the
channel baffles. The total irradiance drops off quickly as the Sun exits the detectors unencumbered FOV
beyond the calibration shoulder, as the linear region is termed. This decrease is not nearly as rapid as
occurs during solar entry into the detector FOV because baffle scattered stray light during satellite day
acts to sustain the high signal levels. The irradiance time curve of Figure A1 is traversed in the reverse
direction during a pitch-down maneuver at sunset, but otherwise the same fundamental elements of the
signal profile appear.
A.1 THE SENSITIVITY EQUATION FOR THE TOTAL CHANNELS 11 AND 12
It is assumed that a linear equation in the form
AW-- V - V 0 (A1)
S
relates the net irradiance at the receiver (AW) to the measured voltage (V), and the channel offset voltage
(Vo) and sensitivity (S). The net irradiance is the difference of the absorbed (I,_,eoj less the emitted
(Iemit _ fluxes. The absorbed flux is the product of the receiver absorptivity (aT) and incoming flux
(I_om_g) while the emitted flux, due to thermal emission from the receiver, is characterized as that of a
gray body with an emissivity E,. Equating the receiver absorptivity and emissivity, the energy balance
equation is rewritten as
A-2
gray body with an emissivity _r Equating the receiver absorptivity and emissivity, the energy balance
equation is rewritten as
Iir_om_g- oTr 4 - V-V° (A2)
_l.S
where o is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant and Tf is the temperature of the receiver surface. The incoming
irradiance originates from several sources including Earth, Sun, and baffle. Baffle emission is combined
with receiver thermal emission, as was done previously in Eq.(1) via the detector configuration factor Fo,
to give a single term representing net emission from the receiver. Since the ERB instrument contains no
temperature monitors that are positioned to directly record Tr, this temperature is determined, as before,
in terms of the detector thermopile temperature TD and the thermopile temperature correction factor k.
Thus, the measurement equation is expressed as
v-v 0
I + Ie_ = _ + FDa(T D+kV) 4 (A3)
_r S
where I_ and Iea,_ are the incoming solar and terrestrial irradiance components at the detector.
During normal data processing, values of the channel sensitivity and voltage counts are converted to
estimates of the terrestrial irradiance via the calibration equation. Now we wish to invert this
procedure--to derive the channel sensitivity given the measurement equation and estimates of the solar
irradiance and voltage counts. The contribution of the Earth irradiance and possible thermal perturbations
on the net detector response are also required. Estimates of these signals are obtained for a time of solar
illumination by extrapolating the channel response (V) from a period of darkness. Consider a set of
observations taken within the Earth's shadow prior to (pitch-up) or after (pitch-down) the peak of the
sunblip spike. To ensure that no residual solar irradiance is present in these data and to keep the
extrapolation interval as short as possible, voltage counts are collected during a 2-minute interval
beginning (ending) 3 minutes prior to (after) the peak of the sunblip spike. The trend line in V is
extrapolated to nearby times (i.e., to adjacent latitudes) and approximates the channel response due only
to the flux of Earth radiation and thermal perturbations. In particular, the terrestrial and thermal
perturbation irradiance component within the sunblip (VeaJ is given, using (A3), by
Veart h - V 0
I_ar_ = + FDa(T D +kVearth) 4 (A4)
erS
Solar irradiance (Is_ on the detector is variable, due both to rapid changes in incidence angle of the solar
beam during any one pitch event, and slow to seasonal changes in the Earth-Sun distance (d). Thus, the
magnitude of Is_. is obtained by modulating the solar constant with the inverse of d2 and the angular
response function of the channel, g(0). Here /9 is the angle from the sensor normal direction. The
expression for Is_ is given by
A-3
I 0
= --g(0) (A5)
with d in astronomical units. Values of g(0) for channels 11 and 12 are given in Table A1 over the range
of incidence angles encountered for the unencumbered Sun during a satellite pitch maneuver. For the
black-painted baffle channel 11, g(O) is essentially a cosine function whereas an approximately 12%
increase (compared to a cosine function) is obtained for the shiny baffle channel 12.
Table A1. Angular response of the Nimbus-7 WFOV radiometers channel
11 (black baffle) and channel 12 (shiny baffle) for 11 observations at the
limit of the unencumbered FOV
Angle of Incidence
(°)
57.96
58.19
58.41
Cosine Response
(Black Baffle)
0.5305
0.5271
0.5237
58.64 0.5203
58.87 0.5168
59.11 0.5134
59.34 0.5099
59.57 0.5063
59.80 0.5029
Observed Response
(Shiny Baffle)
0.5900
0.5875
0.5845
0.5816
0.5786
0.5758
0.5733
0.5706
0.568I
60.03 0.4994 0.5650
60.27 0.4959 0.5590
Although the detector emissivity/absorptivity is high and believed to be between 0.92 and 0.96, exact values of this
parameter are not known. Consequently, during sensitivity determination we determine not S alone, but the product
of S and er, termed the effective sensitivity (S'). Combining (A3), (A4), and (A5), a solution for S' is given by
V - VEar_
S t = (A6)
i0 r ]
d--5 g(0) - Foo [(T o + kV) 4 - (To + kV_a_) 4j
In deriving (A6), we made the first order approximation that the shortwave and longwave sensitivities for channel
12 or channel 11 were identical. However, in the solar calibration tests, the shortwave energy source (the Sun) is
dominant. Thus, it is essentially the shortwave sensitivity that is derived. When the module temperature (Tin)
dependence of S' is removed, the effective sensitivity at Tm=25°C is computed via the expression
A-4
S'(25) = V - VEa_ - a(T m - 25)
I0 f 1
g(0) - FDa L(To + kV)4 - (T o + kVo,_)'Jd---_
(A7)
In (A7), a is the sensitivity temperature adjustment coefficient.
A.2 THE SENSITIVITY EQUATION FOR THE FILTERED CHANNELS 13 AND 14
The filtered channels are covered by infrared domes which act to block longwave but pass shortwave
radiation components. To a first approximation, we drop I_a,,_ from the energy balance equation of these
channels since the longwave component is absorbed, and the shortwave signal is negligibly small at this
point in the orbit (SZA = 120°). The further assumption of near thermal equilibrium within dome cavity
allows us to also drop the receiver emission term on the RHS of (A3). This hypothesis implies that
thermal baffle and dome radiation absorbed by the receiver nearly cancel thermal radiation emitted by
the receiver. Instead of (A3), the measurement equation for the filter channels is
V - Vo (A8)
Isun --
erS
where only the constant prelaunch calibration estimates of the channel 13 and 14 offset voltages (Vo), -43
and -44 counts respectively, are available. We now know that these values are not suitable for all
conditions met in the orbital environment, but they may still be used to detect relative sensitivity changes
over a long time series of data (see, for example, Figures 4c and 4d).
The solar irradiance incident on the detectors is once again determined by modulating the solar constant
by the inverse of the Earth-Sun distance squared and the angular response function of the channels. The
value of the solar constant for channel 13 is 1372 W/m 2 and slightly less than half of this or 679.1 W/m 2
is used for the near-infrared channel 14. In view of the many approximations leading to (A8), g(0) is
represented simply as cos(0). Solving for the apparent sensitivity S', we obtain
S /
V - V o
(A9)
i° cos(0)
d 2
In terms of the apparent sensitivity at 25°C, we have
S/(25) = V - V 0
I 0
[1.0 + 0.01a(T m - 25)]_-_cos(O)
(AI0)
A-5
where a is the sensitivity temperature adjustment coefficient.
A.3 Accuracy Estimates
Figures 5a-5d illustrate the time series of WFOV solar sensitivity estimates for channels 11 through 14,
respectively. Random errors in the analysis procedure can be approximated directly from the figures by
examining fluctuations about the long-term sensitivity drifts. These long-term changes are envisioned as
simple trend lines in the total channels while quadratic or higher order polynomial fits are more
appropriate for the filtered channels. Performing this analysis qualitatively for the pitch-up data, random
sensitivity errors in the range of +0.03 c/Wm -2 are estimated for channels 11, 12, and 13. Variability
in channel 14 appears to be somewhat greater reaching a range of +0.05 c/Wm -2 during the last 2.5 years
of the time series. Possible sources of this error are fluctuations in the value of the solar constant, large
thermal perturbation signals, and inaccuracies in the estimation of the terrestrial background signal, solar
zenith angle, and satellite attitude.
Bias errors for channels 11 and 12 are expected to be small since only minor thermal perturbations occur
in these channels and the global CAT best-estimates of the detector configuration factor, F D (Table 5),
are utilized in evaluating Eq.(A7). Moreover, linear extrapolation of the nighttime sensor voltage into
the sunblip region serves to remove not only the influence of these small thermal perturbations from the
sensor response, but also those of terrestrial radiation and any channel offsets that may be present in the
detector readings. Solar stray light in channel 12 has also been considered via the channel angular
response function. Thus, the random error estimates provide here for channels 11 and 12 are probably
also representative of their absolute sensitivity errors. In contrast, thermal perturbations in the
measurements of channels 13 and 14 are unaccounted for since no extrapolation of the nighttime signal
(a partial measure of thermal perturbations) is performed. In Section 7 we have shown that these
perturbations exert an important influence on the irradiances of the filtered channels and that this
influence varies with season. Thus, while useful for relative sensitivity determinations, the solar
calibrations of the filtered channels are probably subject to seasonal biases. This is clearly seen in
Figures 5c and 5d where the seasonal cycle of sensitivity anomalies (i.e., departures from low-order
polynomial curves fit to the data) are apparently correlated for all years.
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APPENDIXB
THERMAL MODELS
B.1 INTRODUCTION
The ERB WFOV channels, in response to the various thermal gradients that develop, are biased from the
desired measurements by an amount proportional to the heat flow. Should both knowledge of these heat
gradients and the resultant biases they produce be available at certain periods or locations, then a
calibration can be developed which characterizes this effect in a form which can be used to correct the
measurements at all other times. The shortwave channels 13 and 14 should read zero during the satellite
night, while numerous temperature monitors (TMs) throughout the ERB instrument report on many of
the desired heat gradients. Using the temperature gradient information plus the observed nonzero,
nighttime biases, thermal models have been developed. It is further demonstrated that these models are
also applicable during the satellite day. These models are useful calibration tools, but they are more
technically demanding than the adopted global CAT calibration models (cf. Section 7).
The four ERB WFOV channels are subjected to external thermal forcing along a number of paths. The
general heat flow is illustrated in Figure B1. In it, 3 types of heat transfer are considered: shortwave
radiation (including both that impinging directly on the spacecraft from the Sun and that first reflected
by the Earth/atmosphere system), longwave radiation emitted by the sensors and by the Earth (long
wavelength radiation emitted by the Sun can be neglected), and conduction. Sections B.2 through B.4
discuss, in turn, each of these variable heat sources: the Sun, the Earth, and power sources within the
satellite. The temperature monitors are briefly discussed in Section B.5. Finally, the construction and
verification of the channel 13 thermal model is described in Section B.6.
B.2 SHORTWAVE RADIATION
The angular deviation of the Earth-Sun radius vector from its projection in the Nimbus-7 orbital plane
is small in all seasons (due to the near local-noon, Sun-synchronous orbit of the spacecraft) and, in fact,
goes to zero twice per year with changes in the solar inclination. Because of the this and its 955 km
altitude, the satellite is illuminated along a nearly 240 ° arc of every orbit, or 70 of every 104 minutes
in an orbital period. The solar irradiance striking the satellite has a mean flux density of 1370 W/m -2,
but it varies by up 6 percent due to the seasonal cycle in the Earth-Sun distance. More importantly,
however, are orbitally-varying intensity changes that occur along the surfaces of the Nimbus observatory
because of changes in the angle of incidence of the solar radiation on any particular surface.
Consider a spherical coordinate system with origin at the satellite and having a polar, +Z axis along
nadir, in the direction of the Earth (Figure B2). The X-Y plane is tangent to the orbital arc, with relative
azimuth measured from the direction of the flight, the +X axis. Egressing from the Earth's shadow,
direct solar radiation is first incident at spacecraft sunrise as the solar disks creeps from behind the
Earth's shadow at a local colatitude (or nadir) angle of about 60 degrees. At this angle and orbital
position, the bottom (including the 4 WFOV channels) and the front (including the 10 channel solar
telescope array) of the spacecraft are illuminated. There is a brief in-field glimpse of the Sun by the
WFOV channels and then an extended period of out-of-field response until the Sun crosses the local X-Y
plane. At this time the Nimbus-7 satellite is, with nominal pitch, directly over the Southern Hemisphere
terminator (this is also the position at which the once-per-orbit solar observations are taken by the solar
sensors). The Sun is now directly illuminating only the front of the spacecraft. At the same time, solar
radiation reflected specularly and diffusely off the Earth's surface is striking the bottom and front of the
spacecraft and the ERB experiment. It is worth noting that, during the Southern Hemisphere summer,
Antarctica is by far the largest source of shortwave radiation at the altitude of this satellite. As the
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spacecraft continues along an orbital pass, the Sun sweeps through the maximum local colatitude angle
(Sun near the -Z axis) with the ERB experiment fully shadowed by the satellite. Then, with nearly a
180 ° shift in azimuth, the colatitude of the Sun begins decreasing and the rear of the ERB experiment
becomes increasingly illuminated. As the solar colatitude decreases to less than 90 °, an out-of-field
response occurs, followed by the in-field response, and finally spacecraft ingression into the Earth's
shadow (cf. Figure 3).
B.3 LONGWAVE RADIATION
Longwave radiances emitted by the Earth are incident upon the spacecraft within 60 ° of local colatitude
(nadir). The long wavelength fluxes at the top of the atmosphere (a convenient level where the radiative
transfer from below and within the atmosphere can be neglected) vary, as with the shortwave radiation,
with position. To a first approximation, the latitudinal variation consists of minima at both poles of the
Earth and at the iTCZ, and maxima in the subtropics. However, longwave variability is on the order
of a factor of 4 less than that of shortwave and, unlike shortwave radiation, there is very little difference
between the radiation fields at night and during the day. Of course, the spacecraft is exposed to deep
space over the remainder of the sphere, while the Earth-facing WFOV channels, but not the detectors,
view space through a ring between 60 and 90 degrees colatitude. The detectors of the 2 total channels
have baffles which restrict their view to the Earth plus a small space ring, while the shortwave and
near-infrared channels do not directly view the Earth in the longwave region of the spectrum due to the
presence of the Suprasil-W filter domes. The outer domes do, however, view deep space and the Earth;
this leads to the interesting thermal interaction termed "longwave heating" (Section 8 and Kyle, et al.,
1984) as the innermost filter domes, which are viewed by the detectors on the 2 channels warm and cool
in a delayed response to the variations in the longwave Earth forcing.
B.4 CONDUCTION
In addition to these energy sources, each of the experiments on the Nimbus-7 satellite, when operating,
consumes power generated by the solar panels and stored in the spacecraft's batteries. The locations of
the other instrument assemblies relative to one another and to the spacecraft are shown in Figure B2.
Notice that the SMMR instrument with its parabolic antenna sits directly above the ERB module.
Approximate power consumptions are given in Table B1. It is evident that the heat produced by the
operation of the various experiments and modulated by their duty cycles, as with that heat created by the
absorption of short and long wavelength radiation, can act to bias the ERB WFOV radiometer
measurements. As illustrated in Figure B1, the WFOV channels are not thermally isolated from the rest
of the spacecraft. Additional information about the ERB instrument, itself, can be found in Section 1.2.
B.5 TEMPERATURE MONITORS
A detailed investigation of the time variability of the ERB sensor temperatures has been conducted
(Figure 22 and Maschhoff et al., 1984). These thermistor TM's have an absolute accuracy of
approximately 0.1 °C, with a repeatability on the order of 0.1 millidegree. These monitors are sited
throughout the experiment at numerous sensing locations. These include monitor sites with a large
amount of external exposure (e.g., on the total channel 12 field of view limiter and on the 2 total channel
shutters), internal temperature measurements (e.g., the power supply area), and other TM's scattered
about the ERB experiment. Figure B3 shows the complete ERB instrument module with its 10 solar
channels facing in the direction of the satellite velocity vector, the 4 WFOV channels on the bottom left
and facing nadir, and the biaxial NFOV scanner with a complement of four telescopes.
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Figure B2. The in-flight configuration of the Nimbus-7 observatory and its various instrument packages. The Earth
is towards the bottom of the page in the direction of the +Z-axis. The satellite moves in the direction of the +X-axis.
The ERB instrument is at the bottom right with its solar sensors facing forward and the WFOV sensors on the bottom
viewing the Earth.
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TableB1. Power Consumption of the Active Experiments on Nimbus-7
Experiment
CZCS
ERB Scanner On
ERB Scanner Off
LIMS
SAMS
SAM II
SBUV/TOMS
SMMR Initial
Channel 4 off
Stop scan
Channels 1 & 2 off
Power off
THIR
Experiment Total
Original Power Requirement
Planned _a)
Full Time/Average
(Watts)
48.8 14.64
30.3 24.24
23.5
30.63 24.50
18.4 14.72
12.3 0.98
23.25 18.5
59.4 29.7
8.5 8.5
231.6 135.78
123.6
259.39
Average
Time On (%)
30
80
80
80
80
50
100
Spacecraft
Required Total
Initial Power
AVAILABLE SPACECRAFT POWER
Effective Turn Off
Date
June 1986
July 1980
June 1979
July 1983
12March 1985
25 August 1987
3May 1988
6 July 1988
June 1985
January
(watts)Year
1979 287.0 264.8
1985 223.1 204.5
1987 215.1 198.6
July
(watts)
Power supply degraded about 7.5% the first year and about 2.5% per year
thereafter.
(a_The actual on time was variable particularly during the first year. Normally the
SMMR schedule was l-day-on/1-day-off, and the ERB was 3-days-on/I-day off.
The ERB had long periods of full-time on after September 1983.
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Figure B3. The ERB instrument package. The 10 solar sensors are on the front facing in the direction of
the satellite velocity vector. The four WFOV channels and the NFOV scanner are on the bottom facing the
Earth.
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B.6 SELECTION OF TM SITES
Because, in the design of the ERB experiment, the locations of the TM's were not optimized to provide
the maximum information content regarding thermally-induced biases, one would expect that tempera-
tures taken at different locations will show a greater or lesser skill at contributing to the description of
the error variance. The TM locations of significance for a study of channel 13 are given in Table B2,
but only those monitors contributing additional independent information should ultimately be chosen
to form any calibration model. To obtain a nearly complete set of independent temperatures, a stepwise
linear regression procedure was applied to a dataset consisting of twelve 3-day duty cycles (one duty
cycle per month) chosen from the fourth data year. Linear combinations of TM temperatures were
sought that minimized the error variance of the predicted thermal perturbations on the data. Note that
actual thermal perturbations in the nighttime data of the filtered channel data are easily specified since
these are defined as the non-zero signal in the channel readings after removal of longwave heating.
Although models of nine and more TM temperatures were. tested, the error variance was found to be
insensitive to the number of predictors after eight or more variables were included. Thus, a hierarchy
of models containing from 1 to 8 variables (or terms) was obtained. The temperatures of the 8TM-
predictor model plus three other temperatures (chosen on the basis of physical considerations) and their
55 possible differences were then taken as a basis set and used to produce additional models. Although
it will be demonstrated that the amount of variance and root mean square (RMS) error explained by the
important temperature-difference models is only slightly greater than that for the temperature models,
the temperature differences do illustrate suggested heat flow paths of importance through the ERB
instrument and are thus more representative of a physical model (see Figure Bga and B4b).
The predictors chosen, the percent variance explained, and the RMS error of the regression fit for the
hierarchy of models obtained in this manner are given in Table B3. With this technique, over 90
percent of the variance of the non-zero nighttime "irradiance" signal is explained by all models with
4 or more terms. It is worth noting that, when the temperature differences are admitted explicitly as
model variables, they are selected preferentially over the temperatures alone for the first 6 terms of the
expansion. In addition, for up to the 6-variable models, the difference models (Model B) explain more
variance than the corresponding temperature models (Model A) with the same number of terms. The
temperature differences selected by the first 5 sets of Model B are those illustrated in Figure B4.
For the l-variable model, the single parameter which explains the most error variance (as defined by
a non-zero shortwave measurement bias during spacecraft night) is the temperature difference between
the 2 total-channel shutters. This term alone accounts for some 72 percent of the signal variance, with
a correlation of around 0.85. It should be noted at this time that, when a thermally-driven offset model
is developed, some physical consideration must be given to the fact that the model will be applied and
evaluated in an environment other than where it is developed. Specifically, although the thermal
domain will be similar, as evidenced by reference to the TM time series during day and night, there will
be additional forcing functions present during the day that do not act at the night: e.g., shortwave
radiation. Thus, the choice of such a model may not be appropriate as possible excessive shortwave
heating of the shutters may damage the utility of this model during the day. As additional terms are
included, temperature differences from other areas of the experiment are selected. These each contribute
additional variance to the regression equation. The models with 4-8 predictors are all within 1 percent
of explained variance of each other, and within a RMS error range of less than 0.1 W/m 2.
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Table B2. TM Sites Selected for Further Analysis
TM Designation* TM Location
T02
T20
T24
T35
T36
Channel 12 shutter
Channel 10 thermopile base
Channel 20 telescope post
Solar channel assembly casting top
Solar channel assembly casting bottom
T37 Solar channel assembly shield attach point
T39 Earth-flux assembly front
T48 Channel 10 module
T49 Channel 13 module
T57 Shortwave scanning channel detector
T58 Alpha sweep gear box and motor
T60 Post amplifier synch demod area
T61 Channel 11 shutter
T71
T74
T75
Power supply area
Remote scan a-axis bearing
Channel 12 field of view stop
The various temperature differences chosen have some significance as indicators of thermal gradients
within the ERB experiment. There are 3 dominant forcing modes at work driving the observed offset
errors. These are thermal transients and gradients modulated by the orbital cycle (with a period of 104
minutes), the operational duty cycle (with a period of from 2 to 4 days) and the annual cycle. The
thermal gradients set up by these individual effects may or may not be oriented along different thermal
paths (and thus sensed by a different pair of TM thermistors). Further, the effects induced by these
different forcing modes are unlikely to be orthogonal. That is, the information contained in one of the
relationships (e.g., the orbital cycle) may also contain some information content that at least partially
describes another of the relationships (e.g., the duty cycle). As such, a "hybrid" form of
calibration-adjustment equation is sought, which solves for the entire set of transient responses
simultaneously. For this reason, the developmental dataset, from which the model is developed, contains
information from 36 days of ERB nighttime data. This includes: the orbital cycle (the entire spacecraft
night is used, though by necessity, not the day); the duty cycle (3-day sets, each composed of 1 full duty
cycle are used); and the annual cycle (a single duty cycle from each month of the year is used).
In the solution for the 4 variable difference model, for example, there is a temperature difference
suggestive of a thermal gradient across the solar channel assembly (the +X axis), along the NFOV
scanning channel assembly (the + Z axis), from the ERB interior towards nadir coupled through the total
channel 12 field of view stop, and an interior gradient near the power supply (possibly aiding in the
description of the turn-on transient associated with the duty cycle).
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Figure B4a. Temperature difference models 1 through 3 which optimally predict the
nighttime behavior of channel 13 (see the text).
As is common with any inversion procedure, there is a limit as to the total amount of information
available in the dataset. What is desired is an accurate mathematical specification of the thermally induced
offset bias of the WFOV filtered-channel measurements. What is specified is a set of TM measurements
taken at various locations about the ERB experiment. As models of increasing complexity are derived,
a point is eventually reached where the additional terms contribute very little independent information to
the solution. One way this becomes manifested is through the individual coefficient amplitudes (Table
B4). When only a few terms are included in a model, the amplitudes are relatively small (e.g., relate a
temperature gradient change of I°C to an offset change of 1 or 2 W/m2). However, when the amplitudes
for 7 or 8 terms are retrieved, the amplitudes reach the order of 10 W/m 2 per °C. Here, not only the
precision of the individual TM's becomes a problem, but additionally the model itself has become very
sensitive. Recall that, while the model is developed at night, it will actually be applied during the day.
Even a small amount of unsuitability in the model as applied will, in the higher-order models, yield
defective calibrations. The degree of instability present is further illustrated in Table B5, which presents
the condition number of the matrix being inverted, as well as the set of eigenvalues resulting from the
solution of the hierarchy of thermal calibration-adjustment models. Here again, while the eigenvalues are
of the same order of magnitude for the first several models, indicating a stable and well-behaved solution,
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the lastseveralmodelshaveeigenvaluesthatrangein valueby 5or 6 ordersof magnitude.In addition,
thelargeconditionnumberindicatesthattheresultantmatrixis ill-conditionedandanyerrorsin thedata
or modelareamplifiedbythesolutionvector.Therefore,it appearsdesirableto truncatethesolutionto
anequationwith lessthan7 or 8terms.
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Figure B4b. Temperature difference models 4 and 5 which optimally
predict the nighttime behavior of channel I3 (see the text).
The technique we have employed is to make use of a dataset that is independent from that used in
constructing the model. Table B6 compares model errors when applied to data of year 4 (used to develop
the model) and year 5. The table shows that an explained error variance plateau is reached when models
of four or more terms are applied to independent data (year 5). For practical purposes, models with 4-8
temperature difference terms perform equally well. Thus, a 4-variable model was chosen as the optimal
calibration-adjustment equation.
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The final and necessary step in the development of this model is its transfer to daytime conditions. The
absolute accuracy of this model has been examined in Section 7.4. Here we develop confidence in the
utility of this model by applying a consistency check. Specifically, it has been shown that, except perhaps
for models with only one or two terms, the temperature difference models perform quite well and
consistently in modelling the nighttime offset bias. It is now reasonable to ask the following question:
will these models also yield consistent solutions when applied to the daytime data? This question is
addressed by the results tabulated in Tables B7a and B7b. In Table B7a, the 8 calibration adjustment
models are applied to mid-latitude nighttime data and, not surprisingly, give generally quite similar
correction estimates. This is in contrast to the results shown in Table B7b, where the offset bias estimates
during the day deviate substantially from model to model. Results for the relatively unstable models with
5-8 terms are self consistent, yet these deviate from the corrections suggested by the relatively more stable
models with 3-4 terms.
This divergence in model solutions is evidently the result of the instability. This is demonstrated
graphically in Figure B5a, where a constraint is applied to the model solution. The technique employed
is termed "Ridge regression". With it, the least-squares equation takes the form
X = [A TA + KH]-I A TB
(B1)
where X is the solution vector of regression coefficients, B and A the input sensor bias vector and matrix
obtained by the formation of the normal equations and H the identity matrix.
Table B4. Increase in the coefficient amplitudes as the temperature difference
model complexity increases from 1 to 8 terms
Number of Terms
Term 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
1 1.51 2.06 1.88 2.54 3.13 3.02 0.54 -9.37
2 -1.58 1.32 2.83 5.13 4.87 3.53 10.58
3 1.58 3.49 -2.14 -9.64 4.85 3.83
4 -0.90 7.87 7.96 -9.14 5.05
5 -5.90 -5.97 7.79 8.08
6 7.24 -5.92 -12.45
7 6.92 -9.85
8 6.96
I I
RMS coefficient amplitude (W/m2°/C -_
8.81
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Figure B5a. Coefficient amplitudes as a function of the Lagrange multiplier (K) for the six-variable temperature
difference model (see text). Notice the large values of the coefficients for K - O.
Here, the variable K is a Lagrange multiplier. When it is set to zero the solution is that of unconstrained
least squares. As K is increased, the parameter estimates (in this case slopes relating temperature
differences to the offset bias) become smaller. As K goes to infinity, the estimates all approach zero. In
Figure B5a, the 6 temperature difference slope coefficient estimates from the 6th order thermal calibration
model (Model B and 6 predictors in Table B3) are plotted as a function of constraint magnitude. Using
only a small amount of constraint (K<0.002), the parameter amplitudes rapidly decrease in magnitude,
from on the order of 10 to about 2. This is accompanied by only a small increase in the RMS error of
the fit. Similar behavior is found in the other higher-order solutions (with 5-8 slope terms). However,
for the solutions in the 1-4 variable models (see Figure B5b), little perceptible alteration is found in the
relatively stable coefficient estimates out to values of Lagrange multiplier an order of magnitude higher
(0.02) than those needed for convergence (0.002) in the higher order models. The important result
obtained from the ridge regression is that the consistency check is realized: when a small amount of
constraint is applied to the model parameter estimates, the higher-order model solutions converge to the
solution produced by the 4-variable model. This is illustrated in Table BS, which presents the predicted
globally-averaged thermal offset estimates as a function of AN (mostly day) and DN (mostly night) for
each calendar month. With the Lagrange multiplier set to zero, a large (on the order of 5 to 7 W/m 2
discrepancy is evident between the 4 and 6-variable offset predictions for the ascending node. Note that
no such error exists for the descending node data as this is the domain over which the models were devel-
oped. As K is increased slightly, convergence is obtained not only globally as shown in the table, but also
separately at each latitude (i.e., for 4.5 ° zones).
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Table B6. Error analysis of predicted thermal offsets of temperature-temperature difference models when
applied to year 4 (developmental) and year 5 (validation) datasets.
Number
of
Variables Explained
Variance (%)
Year 4
RMS Error
(W/m 2)
72. I 2.45
87.6 1.64
Mean Bias
(W/m 2)
0.00
0.00
Explained
Variance (%)
70.9
87.9
89.489.5 1.50 0.00
4 90.5 1.43 0.00 90.9
5 91.1 i.39 0.01 91.2
6 91.2 1.35 0.00 91.0
0.00
0.00
! .37
1.37
7 91.2
91.2
Year 5
RMS Error
(W/m 2)
2.67
1.72
1.62
Mean Bias
(W/m 2)
-0.05
-0.04
-0.11
1.49 0.01
1.47 0.15
1.48 0.10
1.47
1.48
0.11
0.19
91.3
91.4
Representative channel 13 thermal CAT offsets for winter and summer solstices, and an equinox appear
in Figure 23 panels a-c, respectively. Note that for all three locations in the seasonal cycle, the thermal
CAT offsets exhibit greater amplitude changes near satellite sunset (13 W/m 2) than at satellite sunrise (10
W/m2). This is primarily due to orbital differences in the shortwave heating response function of the
sensor (Section 7.2) which varies by a factor of about 2 from sunrise to sunset. Seasonal changes in the
latitudinal dependence of the thermal CAT offsets are largely accounted for by simple north-south shifts
in latitudinal position; and by perturbations in the shape of the daytime curve. In particular, the start (=-2
W/m 2) and end (=+15 W/m 2) point values of the nighttime curves are nearly constant throughout the year,
but they can be seen to drift in latitude, out-of-phase with changes in the solar declination. Relatively
large winter-to-summer differences (up to 5 W/m 2) occur in the shape of the daytime bias curves. As
might be expected, the curvature of the daytime equinox curve is intermediate to those of winter and
summer. Additional discussion of the thermal CAT offsets is given in Section 7.4 where they are also
compared to global CAT offsets for the same three situations.
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Table B7a. Predicted channel-13 nighttime offsets (W/m 2) for two mid-latitude bands
(zonal averages) by month for the eight models
Band #10 (-49.5 ° to -45.0 ° latitude)
Vlonth 1 2
IAN 12.8 7.5
FEB 17.2 16.3
dAR 15.9 14.8
APR 4.9 L4.4
VIAY 13.7 13.9 13.9
IUN 13.6 13.8 13.8
UL 14.1 13.3 13.5
_UG 14.6 13.0 13.2
SEP 14.8 13.1 13.3
OCT 15.6 13.8 13.9
NOV 12.8 8.1 9.0
DEC 11.3 5.8 7.2
Number of Terms
F
3 4 5 6 7 8
8.8 10.0 9.4 8.8 10.7 9.7
16.6 16.5 16.5 16.6 18.4 16.6
15.0 14.9 14.8 14.8 16.7 14.7
14.5 14.3 14.2 t4.3 16.3 14.3
13.7 13.8 13.9 15.9 13.8
13.1 13.0 13.4 15.4 13.3
13.3 13.4 13.5 15.5 13.5
12.9 12.7 12.8 14.8 12.8
13.1 12.8 12.8 14.8 12.7
13.3 12.6 12.6 14.6 12.6
9.8 9.5 9.0 11.1 10.0
8.1 7.4 6.8 8.8 7.9
Band #30 (40.5 ° to 45.0 ° latitude)
Number of Terms
Month 1 2 3 4 5
JAN 8.6 10.3 10.4 10.7 10.6
FEB 8.1 9.5 9.5 9.7 9.9
MAR 5.7 5.4 5.5 5.5 5.3
APR 3.2 1.1 1.2 1.0 0.9
dAY 2.5 -0.5 -0.4 -0.6 -0.9
rUN 4.1 0.9 1.0 0.2 -0.3
JUL 3.5 -0.8 -0.6 -0.6 -0.8
\UG 3.1 -1.0 -0.7 -0.8 -1.1
SEP 3.9 0.9 1.1 1.1 0.7
OCT 5.7 6.2 6.2 6.0 5.5
_OV 6.4 8.0 8.1 8.2 8.1
6 7 8
10.5 12.7 10.5
9.9 11.9 9.9
5.3 7.2 5.1
0.9 2.7 0.8
-0.9 0.9 -0.7
0.0 1.6 0.0
-0.8 0.8 -0.7
-1.2 0.4 -1.4
0.6 2.3 0.1
5.5 7.6 5.4
8.0 10.3 8,1
10.1
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Table B7b. Predicted channel-13 daytime offsets (W/m 2) for two mid-latitud
bands (zonal averages) by month for the eight models
Band #10 (-49.5 ° to -45.0 ° latitude)
Number of Terms
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
JAN 9.5 5.5 9.3 12.3 5.5 4.3 4.9 2.8
FEB 10.9 7.0 10.6 14.1 7.1 5.8 6.3 4.3
MAR 11.8 7.4 11.1 14.4 7.1 5.9 6.3 4.3
APR 12.4 7.7 11.5 14.2 7.5 6.3 6.8 5.0
MAY 12.2 7.1 10.7 13.0 7.1 6.1 6.7 4.8
JUN I2.2 7.7 11.5 13.1 7.3 6.6 7.2 5.3
JUL 12.7 6.7 10.4 12.7 6.7 5.7 6.3 4.6
AUG 12.4 6.5 10.3 13.1 6.5 5.3 5.9 4.1
SEP 12.1 6.4 10.2 13.2 6.4 5.2 5.7 3.8
OCT 9.5 5.0 8.8 11.2 4.7 3.7 4.5 2.8
NOV 8.3 4.4 8.2 10.8 4.8 3.8 4.7 2.8
DEC 8.2 4.7 8.4 10.6 4.2 3.4 4.2 2.2
Band #30 (40.5 ° to 45.0 ° latitude)
Number of Terms
Month 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
JAN 9.6 8.8 9.0 9.8 8.0 7.9 9.6 7.2
FEB 10.5 9.2 9.4 10.4 8.5 8.4 9.9 7.7
MAR 11.1 8.4 8.8 9.9 7.2 7.0 8.4 6.2
APR 11.7 8.5 9.1 10.2 7.0 6.7 8.0 5.9
MAY 12.4 8.6 9.4 10.8 7.2 6.8 7.9 5.8
JUN 12.2 8.7 9.6 10.6 6.6 6.4 7.5 5.3
JUL 12.5 7.8 8.7 10.2 6.7 6.2 7.3 5.2
AUG I 1.9 7.3 8.1 9.3 6.0 5.7 6.9 4.8
SEP 11.5 7.2 7.9 9.1 6.0 5.7 7.0 4.7
OCT 9.6 7.6 8.0 8.1 5.7 5.7 7.4 5.1
NOV 8.6 7.9 8.3 8.5 6.7 6.8 8.6 6.2
DEC 8.8 8.9 9.2 9.1 7.2 7.4 9.2 6.9
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Figure B5b. Coefficient amplitudes versus K for the four-variable temperature difference model. Variations in K
have little effect on the coefficients.
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Table B8. Convergence of 6-variable model thermal offsets to 4-variable model offsets with
N
the application of small amount of constraint
DAY NIGHT
K 0.000 0.000 0.002 0.000 0.000
JAN 10.5 5.9 i 1.9 11.9 11.3
FEB 12.0 7.2 13.2 12.2 12.2
MAR
APR
12.3
12.9
13.1
6.7
6.9
7.0
13.7
14.3
14.5
10.5
9.5
8.5MAY
10.3
9.4
8.4
JUN 13.3 7. I 14.9 8.2 8.2
JUL 12.6 6.5 13.9 8.3 8.3
AUG 11.8 5.9 13.2 8.2 7.9
5.8
4.9
SEP 11.4
9.7
13.0
11.2
10.5
10.8
9.1
9.3
OCT
8.5
9.1
10.2
!1.2
NOV
DEC
5.1
5.2
8.0
8.5
9.7
10.6
0.002
11.8
12.0
10.5
9.7
8.8
8.7
8.4
8.4
8.7
9.4
10.1
11.3
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APPENDIX C
WFOV CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT EQUATIONS
The decision was made in 1980 to maintain unchanged the initial post-launch calibration software. Thus,
all the Nimbus-7 ERB MAT's have been produced by the same program which for the WFOV sensors
utilizes Eq. (1) with unchanged coefficients. This was done for the sake of a continuous basic dataset.
Corrections for the various problems described in this paper are applied before the final scientific products
are produced. The basic set of scientific products are the corrected irradiances on the Solar and Earth Flux
Data Tapes (SEFDT's) and the top of the atmosphere OLR, albedo and net radiation on the ERB
MATRIX tapes. For a more complete description of the ERB products, see Kyle, et al. (1985).
C.1 ADJUSTMENT OF THE TOTAL CHANNEL 12
The total channel 12 calibration is assumed to require the application of sensitivity corrections for the
shortwave (SW) and longwave (LW) components of the irradiance, an offset that is constant within the
orbit, and a "baffle-enhancement" factor. The measurement equation for this channel is thus of the form
u TLW (ILw - offset) ÷ Tsw Isw
I12 -- (CI)
F b
TLW
Tsw
Fb
I
P
= the longwave degradation factor
= the shortwave degradation factor
= the baffle-enhancement factor
= irradiance values at the satellite
= MAT irradiance (HT) from Eq.(l)
At night, Isw = 0 and the calibration-adjustment equation becomes
FbIi_
ILW --_
WLw
+ offset (C2)
Arranging (C1) in a manner analogous to (C2) gives
offset ILw Tsw+ _- ÷ _ Isw
TLW
(C3)
Adding the quantity Isw to each side and rearranging gives
C-1
FbI,-_
ILw + Isw =
TLW
Tsw
+ (1 - "m-'--) Isw + offset
ILw
(C4)
Recognizing that 112 = ILw + Isw and that Isw = 113, the "correction" equation for this channel is simply
11112 = FbAI12 + BII3 + offset (C5)
Here A is 1/TLw and B is 1 - Tsw/TLw. The value of Fb is 0.963 and is the same as in Kyle, et al. (1984),
but the offset has been recalculated and is now 12.6 W/m 2. It is determined so that the average channel
12 and scanner longwave fluxes will be the same at the top of the atmosphere. The calibration of the
longwave scanner channels was recently revised (Kyle, et al., 1985, 1990b) and this has been taken into
account in determining the new value. Notice that evaluation of Eq.(C5) requires knowledge of the
satellite altitude shortwave irradiance (113) SO recalibration of channel 13 must be completed prior to
implementation of this equation. This is also indicated in panel e of Figure 10 which summarizes the
sequence of global CAT processing procedures.
C.2 THE CHANNEL 13 CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT SLOPE
It is assumed that both a sensitivity correction and an orbitally-varying offset are required to adjust the
calibration of the shortwave channel i3. The measurement equation for this channel, with these
assumptions, is
u
113 = T_3Isw - offset
(C6)
where, as before, Isw is the actual shortwave irradiance at satellite altitude, I_3 is the prelaunch calibration
MAT irradiance, and 1/Wt3 is the irradiance degradation correction factor. Shifting the offset of (C6) to
the left hand side of the equation, an attenuated shortwave irradiance, Isw,atten, is defined by
LI
Iswatt_n = I_3 + offset = Ti3Isw
(C7)
that represents the decrease in satellite altitude irradiance due to the channel sensitivity loss alone. That
is, the thermal perturbations and direct solar radiation that influence the values of the channel readings
have been removed from the MAT irradiances via addition of the calibration offsets.
Derivation of TI3 or 1/T u is based on estimates of Isw.att,., obtained by application of the climatological
thermal CAT (see Section 5.3 and 7.4) to the channel 13 MAT irradiances, and approximate recalibration
data for channel 12. Estimates of corrected channel 12 irradiances are derived by application of the baffle
enhancement factor Fb and channel 12 offset as specified in (C5). The simplifying assumption that TLw
equals Tsw eliminates the dependence of the computed irradiance on Isw, a quantity that is not available
at this stage of the calibration. Channel 12 MAT irradiances recalibrated in this way are indicated by the
variable Ii2,approxp
C-2
TheAN- DNdifferenceofapproximatehalf-monthly,global-averaged,globalCATchannel12irradiances
maybepartitionedinto longwaveandshortwavecomponentsin theform
(i17 dn an dn an dn
- IJ2 )_W,'o,,I= ISW -- ISW + Iew - Iew (C8)
A similar difference for the thermal CAT-derived, attenuated channel 13 irradiances is
(1,3 d.
- I_3).tie. = Tl3 (Isw - Is_) (C9)
The ratio of (C8) and (C9) can be taken to give
f
(Ij_ d. [ an d. an d,,[
- 112)_Pm,,I = 1 I'Is"'_W- Isw + ILw - ILwJ- I13)_,t_. TI3 Isw Isw Isw - Isw
(CIO)
When C10 is rearranged, an expression for the degradation correction factor 1/T_3 in terms of half-monthly
globally-averaged irradiances is
1 (ii_ dn
__ = - 1,2 )approxl /(1 + K) (Cll)
T| 3 (i,7 dn
- I13)a._.
Here the constant K is the ratio
ILW - IL_
K -- (C12)
Isw - Is'_
and is assumed to be seasonally invariant with a value of 0.0193. The numerator, ILW an - ILWdn, was
evaluated from the longwave scanner data while the denominator was estimated from channel 13 itself.
The assumption that K is a constant is consistent with the observed small variation in K and the other
approximations in the calibration algorithm. The global CAT degradation correction factors are obtained
from the data of (C1 l) by fitting the time series of half-monthly correction factors with a low order
polynomial curve. Although continuous changes in correction factors are then possible, only one value
is used for each half-monthly period.
C-3
C.3 THE CHANNEL 13 CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT OFFSET
Once the degradation for channel 13 has been obtained (essentially a sensitivity adjustment to account for
transmissivity loss of the filter domes), only an offset is required to estimate the irradiance from (C6).
From the standpoint of an operational algorithm, it is preferable to rewrite (C6) in the form
Isw -- A13It._ + bl3
(c13)
where At3 = 1]Tt3 is the slope and b_3 = offset/T13 is the offset that transform MAT irradiances to
measurements of shortwave flux. The term "offset" consists of five components that together account for
solar, terrestrial, and thermal perturbations in the MAT irradiances. They are the midnight offset (O_d),
shortwave heating (Osw), iongwave heating (OLw), sunblip clipping (Ocl), and the daytime offset (Oday).
The first four of these terms are derived directly from MAT data during DELMAT processing. As a
computational expediency, therefore, we rewrite the calibration equation in terms of DELMAT data as
ISW = AI3II3,DELMAT + Bt3
(c14)
where II3.DELMA x is given by
I[3.DELMAT = I1_ + Omid + Osw + OLw + Oct
(c15)
and Bl3 = Oda:13 is the offset redefined for application to DELMAT data. A solution for B_3 is obtained
(in terms of half-monthly global averages) from (C14) by taking AN - DN differences (A), expressing Isw
as Isw = I,o_ - ILw, and recognizing the Bl3 *' 0 on DN. We obtain
l AI¢°t_l AILw - Al31 Air3 DELMATB,3 = AII3,DELMAT -- /_II3,DELMAT
(C16)
The term AI,o_t is evaluated based on channel 12 data using (C5) but with DELMAT irradiances used to
approximate the yet undetermined Its. This estimate, I13,_pp.... is computed as
1 (c17)
-, = • II3,DELMAT*'II3
I1_approx Wt-"_
Notice from Figure 10c that DELMAT data contain all offset corrections except Odor Using this estimate
of 113in (C5), we obtain approximate values for AI,ot_ which we refer to as ItE._mox2. Notice too that the
second term on the right-hand side of (C16) can be expressed as
C-4
whereK is givenin (C12).
AIL, Al,2a ,ox2
K I ,"
All 3,DELMAT All 3,DELMAT
Thus B_3 is approximately given by
Bi3 _ I( AI_2'am°x2.)/(1 +K) - At3 _II3.DELMgT
AII3,DELMAT J
(c18)
(C19)
C.4 CHANNEL 14 CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENTS
The near infrared (NIR), 0.7 to 2.8 lam, values are derived from channel 14 in a manner analogous to the
channel 13 adjustment algorithm, but with minor variations. The measurement equation is assumed to
have the form
Ii_ -- T,4 INIa - offset (C20)
where 1/T_4 is the degradation correction factor for channel 14. As with channel 13, we rewrite (C20) in
the form
INto = AI4II4,DELMA T + Bi4 (C21)
where Bi4 --- 0day]Tl4 is the offset for application to DELMAT data. Taking AN - DN differences of (C21)
and noting that B14 is essentially zero on DN, we obtain
B 14 f AINm _A= _ AI 4 II4,DELMAT (C22)
_AII4,DELMAT
TO evaluate (C22), we first express AINm as
AINI R -- _AIsw (C23)
f
where f is a constant of value 2.2712 and (I/f) is the mean fraction of near infrared (0.7 to 2.8 lam) Earth-
reflected solar irradiance in the shortwave spectral interval (0.2 to 3.8 lam). From the first year of
measurements, solar constants of 1371.5 W/m 2 (0.2 to 3.8/am) and 690 W/m 2 (0.7 to 2.8/am) were
determined in 1980. It was also found that the (0.7 to 2.8 lam) albedo was about 0.875 times the (0.2 to
3.8 lam) albedo. These numbers were used to calculated f. Substituting (C23) in (C22) and subsequently
C-5
followingthedevelopmentusedfor channel13,B14is approximatelygivenin termsof DELMATdata
andchannel12irradiancesas
AII4,DELMAT
(C24)
C.5 THE GLOBAL CALIBRATION ADJUSTMENT TABLE
Table C1 is a listing of the global CAT coefficients that complement the DELMAT corrections through
9 years of the experiment. Mean calibration slope(s) and offset for each of the channels are given by year
and half-monthly calibration period. The slopes for channel 12 are the terms A (1/TLw) and B (1-Tsw/TLw)
of (C5); the offset is indicated by the variable of the same name (i.e. "offset"). For channels 13 and 14,
slopes are the terms A (1/T_3 and 1/T_4, respectively) in (C15) and (C21) and offsets are the B variables.
The results of asymmetric degradation in the channel 13 (the asymmetric slopes) are also given for six
30 ° solar zenith angle ranges from -90 ° to +90 °.
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